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ABSTRACT

While Bayesian networks provide a useful tool for reasoning under uncertainty, learning the structure of these networks and performing inference over them is NP-Hard. We propose several heuristic algorithms to address the problems of inference, structure learning, and parameter estimation in Bayesian networks. The proposed algorithms are based on Overlapping Swarm intelligence, a modification of particle swarm optimization in which a problem is broken into overlapping subproblems and a swarm is assigned to each subproblem. The algorithm maintains a global solution that is used for fitness evaluation, and is updated periodically through a competition mechanism. We describe how the problems of inference, structure learning, and parameter estimation can be broken into subproblems, and provide communication and competition mechanisms that allow swarms to share information about learned solutions. We also present a distributed alternative to Overlapping Swarm Intelligence that does not require a global network for fitness evaluation.

For the problems of full and partial abductive inference, a swarm is assigned to each relevant node in the network. Each swarm learns the relevant state assignments associated with the Markov blanket for its corresponding node. In our approach to parameter estimation, a swarm is associated with each node in the network that corresponds to either a latent variable or a child of a latent variable. Each node’s corresponding swarm learns the parameters associated with that node’s Markov blanket. We also apply Overlapping Swarm Intelligence to several variations of the structure learning problem: learning Bayesian classifiers, learning Bayesian networks with complete data, and learning Bayesian networks with latent variables. For each problem, a swarm is associated with each node in the network.

This work makes a number of contributions relating to the advancement of Overlapping Swarm Intelligence as a general optimization technique. We demonstrate the applicability of Overlapping Swarm Intelligence to both discrete and continuous optimization problems. We also examine the effect of the swarm architecture and degree of overlap on algorithm performance. The experiments presented here demonstrate that, while the sub-swarm architecture affects algorithm performance, Overlapping Swarm Intelligence continues to perform well even when there is little overlap between the swarms.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Bayesian networks have proven to be useful tools for reasoning under uncertainty and have been applied to a variety of fields. For instance, Bayesian networks have been used in the field of bioinformatics to identify gene regulatory networks [1]. They have also been applied to system diagnostics as a method for predicting failures and tracking degradation [2, 3, 4]. Many authors have used Bayesian networks for classification in medical diagnostics, music identification, and other areas [5, 6, 7]. There are many reasons for the appeal of Bayesian networks in these domains. First, they are directed graphical models that provide an intuitive representation of cause-effect relationships. Second, they handle uncertainty using well established probability theory. Finally, they can be used to represent both direct and indirect conditional dependencies.

However, using Bayesian networks in any field requires the construction of an effective model. While Bayesian networks can often be constructed by experts, in many cases the problem of defining a Bayesian network is too complex for manual construction. For these cases, the structure and parameters of the network can be learned from data.

There are two categories of learning related to Bayesian networks, the first involves learning the structure of the network, while the second involves learning the parameters that define the local probability distributions of the network. Learning a Bayesian network model from data has been shown to be NP-Hard [8], and several authors have applied machine learning techniques to the problem [9, 10, 11]. In the area of classification, model learning typically consists of learning relationships between the various features and the associated classes. When complete data is present, many of
the scoring functions used to evaluate Bayesian network structure can be decomposed into a product of terms, one for each family (each node and its parents). However, in practice, the training data is often incomplete, and some hidden variables never have data.

It is common for latent or hidden variables to be incorporated into Bayesian network models. Latent variables allow the network to encode unobserved effects and can drastically reduce the number of parameters used to specify the model. However, latent variables complicate the problems of parameter estimation and structure learning. When latent variables are introduced to a Bayesian network, the probability of the data given the model no longer decomposes into a product of terms and cannot be computed efficiently [12]. Also, since the likelihood of the parameters is no longer decomposable, conditional dependencies exist between the optimal parameters and structure for the network’s variables. Because these latent variables are not recorded in the training data, parameters must be estimated for distributions that include these variables. Such parameter estimation may also be required when the training data is incomplete.

Once a model has been constructed, inference must be performed to answer queries. In some cases, inference involves computing the probability associated with the states of one or more variables in the model given a set of observations, while in other cases inference may involve discovering the most probable state assignments for a set of variables in the network given the evidence. The latter problem is referred to as abductive inference. In some cases, we may be interested in ranking the $k$ most probable assignments to be examined by some other process. Thus the $k$-MPE task is to find and return these $k$ most probable assignments. In [13], it was shown that abductive inference for Bayesian networks is NP-hard. Because of this, much research has been done to explore the possibilities of obtaining partial or approximate
solutions to the problem. However in [14], it was shown that even the problem of finding a constant factor approximation of the $k$-MPE is NP-hard.

1.1 Contributions

This work presents novel approximation algorithms for the problems of Bayesian classifier learning, general Bayesian structure learning, latent variable learning, parameter estimation, and abductive inference in Bayesian networks. These algorithms are based on the overlapping swarm intelligence (OSI) framework, first introduced by Haberman and Sheppard [15]. For each of these problems, a particle swarm optimizer is split into multiple swarms, and a swarm is assigned to each node in the network. For all problems, a global solution is maintained and used for fitness evaluation. Swarms with overlapping solutions compete for inclusion in the global solution.

We also present an algorithm, called distributed overlapping swarm intelligence (DOSI), that eliminates the need for a global solution vector. We demonstrate empirically that this distributed algorithm is often competitive with OSI and we define the necessary conditions under which the distributed swarms will reach consensus.

We examine a variety of different swarm architectures for the various problems. In the case of abductive inference and parameter estimation, each swarm learns the state/parameters associated with its node’s Markov blanket. However, for the structure learning problems, assigning each swarm to a fixed Markov blanket structure will not be possible since the network structure is unknown. In the case of general structure learning from complete data, each swarm learns the parents for its corresponding node. This swarm architecture does not exhibit any overlap, thus competition between the swarms will be unnecessary. For the learning of Bayesian classifiers, each swarm learns both the parents and children for its associated node
and swarms compete where these structures overlap. Finally, for the problem of structure learning in the presence of latent variables, each swarm learns the parents for the nodes of its Markov blanket within the current global best structure. In this architecture, the set of nodes learned by a swarm will change dynamically as the global structure improves.

Examining the performance of OSI on problems related to Bayesian networks allows us to begin testing important properties of the framework. The explicit conditional independence properties of Bayesian networks provide a convenient setting for testing the effect of conditional dependencies on effective OSI overlap structures, and the problem of structure learning with latent variables allows us to explore how OSI may be applied to problems when conditional dependencies are unknown. The results presented for the continuous parameter estimation problem and the discrete structure learning and inference problems provide strong evidence that the effectiveness of OSI is not tied to a specific problem domain or search space. Finally, we provide both an empirical and theoretical analysis of OSI’s computational complexity, as compared to traditional PSO.

We also present and test a number of hypotheses. First, OSI will outperform PSO in terms of solution quality for most experiments and will never perform worse than single-swarm PSO. For full and partial abductive inference, this means that the state assignments found by OSI and DOSI will have higher log-likelihood than those found by DMVPSO for most experiments on complex networks. For parameter estimation, this means that the likelihood of the data given the model will be higher for parameters learned by OSI as compared to those learned by single-swarm PSO. When learning the structure of Bayesian classifiers, the hypothesis will be supported if the models learned by variants of OSI have higher classification accuracy than those learned by DMVPSO for most datasets. For the task of generative structure
learning, both with and without latent variables, the hypothesis will be supported if the likelihood of the data given the model is higher for models learned by OSI as compared to those learned by single-swarm PSO for the majority of datasets.

Our second hypothesis is that OSI and DOSI will tie statistically in terms of log-likelihood for most experiments. For the problems of full and partial abductive inference, this hypothesis will be supported if there is no significant difference between the log-likelihoods of assignments found by OSI and the log-likelihoods of assignments found by DOSI, for most networks.

Our third hypothesis is that the Markov blanket overlap structure will not be outperformed by any other overlap architecture, and will often outperform alternative architectures. For the abductive inference problems, this hypothesis will be supported if the average log-likelihood for state assignments found by OSI when using the alternative overlap architectures is never significantly greater than the average log-likelihood for state assignments found by OSI when using the Markov blanket architectures. Additionally, this hypothesis predicts that OSI will often find state assignments with higher log-likelihood when using the Markov blanket architecture, when compared to the state assignments found when using the alternative architectures. For the problem of structure learning with latent variables, this hypothesis will be supported if OSI often learn models with higher log-likelihood when using the dynamic Markov blanket architecture, as compared to the models learned by the static family-based architecture.

This work describes these algorithms, presents results comparing OSI to other commonly used approaches, and includes a discussion of the meaning of these results in the context of specific problems and in terms of the OSI framework generally. Through the problems of inference, learning, and parameter estimation in Bayesian
networks, we show that OSI is a versatile method that is applicable to a wide variety of problems.

1.2 Overview

The primary contributions of this work are the development of new methods, based on Overlapping Swarm Intelligence, that are able to perform inference on Bayesian Networks and learn the structure and parameters of Bayesian networks more effectively than existing approaches. The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we review the background work related to this thesis. This includes an overview of Bayesian networks and an introduction to traditional methods for Bayesian network inference and learning. We also describe the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for both discrete and continuous optimization problems.

In Chapter 3, we review the literature related to this thesis. In this chapter, we describe the existing algorithms in the areas of distributed soft computing and optimization. We also review existing approaches to inference, parameter estimation, and structure learning in Bayesian networks.

In Chapter 4, we describe our algorithms for full abductive inference in Bayesian networks. We present both centralized and distributed versions of OSI for this problem. We compare OSI and DOSI to competing approaches for full abductive inference in terms of both solution quality and computational complexity, and we evaluate effect of the various components of OSI in terms of log-likelihood of the solutions found.

In Chapter 5, we present our algorithms for partial abductive inference in Bayesian networks. We describe both centralized and distributed versions of OSI for partial abductive inference and we compare OSI to other approaches for partial abductive inference in terms of both solution quality and computational complexity.
In Chapter 6, we describe an algorithm for parameter estimation in Bayesian networks based on OSI. In this chapter we also present a new single-swarm PSO algorithm for parameter estimation, and OSI is compared to this traditional PSO algorithm along with several other algorithms used for parameter estimation. Here we also present results evaluating the effect of overlap on OSI performance.

In Chapter 7, we present three methods for Bayesian network structure learning based on OSI. The first is an algorithm for learning the structure of the attribute nodes in a Bayesian classifier. The second is an algorithm for generative Bayesian network structure learning. We compare this algorithm to a traditional PSO and to a commonly used algorithm for generative structure learning with complete data. The third is an algorithm for learning Bayesian network structure with latent variables, which uses a dynamic overlap architecture. We compare this algorithm to structural Expectation Maximization, and a traditional single-swarm PSO.

In Chapter 8, we conclude with a summary of contributions, an overview of potential future work to expand upon the research presented here, and a survey of published research directly related to this work.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

When reasoning in any domain, complete knowledge is almost always impossible to obtain and many facts about a system are often left unknown. For this reason, numerous methods have been developed to summarize and quantify the uncertainty of a system by specifying numeric measures of uncertainty. Bayesian networks are one of the most popular models used to quantify such uncertainty. These models have been used in areas such as information retrieval [16], risk analysis [17, 18, 19], bioinformatics [20, 21, 22], and medicine [23]. However, many difficult problems must be solved to use Bayesian networks effectively. These problems include, inference, structure learning, and parameter estimation.

2.1 Bayesian Networks

Prior to the introduction of Bayesian networks, full joint distribution tables were commonly used for probabilistic reasoning tasks. However, even in the case of binary valued variables, a full joint distribution requires specifying an exponential number of parameters. Such distributions are difficult to manipulate computationally, and it is nearly impossible for a human expert to specify the large number of required parameters. Bayesian networks address this problem by providing a compact representation of the joint distribution that exploits the conditional independence properties of the distribution [24].

More formally, a Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph that encodes a joint probability distribution over a set of random variables $X = \{X_1,...X_n\}$, where each
variable can assume one of several mutually exclusive values [12]. In a Bayesian net-
work (BN), each random variable is represented by a node, and edges between nodes
in the network represent probabilistic relationships between the random variables.
Each root node contains a prior probability distribution while each non-root node
contains a probability distribution conditioned on the node’s parents.

For any given node $X$ in the network, the conditional distribution $P(X|\text{Pa}(X))$
is said to be a factor $\phi$ over $\{X\} \cup \text{Pa}(X)$. The set of variables used to specify a
factor $\phi$ is called the scope of $\phi$. For any set of random variables in the network,
the probability of any state of the joint distribution can be computed using the chain
rule.

$$P(X_1, ..., X_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(X_i|X_{i+1}, ..., X_n)$$

Using the local distributions specified by the BN, the joint distribution can be repre-
sented equivalently as

$$P(X_1, \ldots, X_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(X_i|\text{Pa}(X_i)).$$

Given a set of variables $X,Y,Z$ associated with a Bayesian network $G$, $X$ is
conditionally independent of $Y$ given $Z$ in the distribution defined by $G$ if $G$ satisfies
$P(X,Y|Z) = P(X|Z)P(Y|Z)$ for all values $x \in \text{Val}(X), y \in \text{Val}(Y)$, and $z \in \text{Val}(Z)$.
In a Bayesian network, the Markov blanket of a node consists of the node’s parents,
children, and children’s parents. A variable $X_i$ is conditionally independent of all
other variables in the network given its Markov blanket.

$$\{X_i \perp (X\setminus(\{X_i\} \cup \text{MB}(X_i))) | \text{MB}(X_i)\}$$
We exploit Markov blankets and their conditional independence properties in the particle representation used for abductive inference, and parameter estimation. While the relationship between a node and its children/parents seems intuitive, the relationship between a node and its children’s parents is less obvious. This dependency is the result of interactions between the various causes of the same effect.

To illustrate using a Bayesian network, suppose we have installed a new alarm system in our home. Although this alarm system will detect a burglary reliably, it may also be set off by an earthquake. Also, suppose a friend, Mary, has promised to call whenever she hears the alarm. A Bayesian network for this system is presented in Figure 2.1. The network structure shows that earthquakes and burglaries directly effect the alarm but the probability of Mary calling only depends on the alarm.
Suppose we know that the alarm went off earlier today and we would like to know the probability of a burglary. While we know the probability distribution for the alarm given a burglary and an earthquake, we do not have a distribution in terms of our two variables of interest (i.e. alarm and burglary). That is, we have an extra variable, earthquake, that must be eliminated from the distribution. Conveniently we can eliminate any variable by summing terms from the full joint distribution. Specifically, the variable earthquake can be eliminated by a process called summing-out or marginalization as follows:

\[
P(A, B) = \sum_{e \in E} P(A, B, e) = \sum_{e \in E} P(A|B, e)P(B)P(e) = P(B) \sum_{e \in E} P(A|B, e)P(e)
\]

Using this process, along with the definition of conditional probability, we can compute following conditional probability of a burglary given the alarm:

\[
P(B|A) = \frac{P(A, B)}{P(A)} = \frac{P(B) \sum_{e \in E} P(A|B, e)P(e)}{\sum_{b \in B} P(b) \sum_{e \in E} P(A|b, e)P(e)} = 0.86
\]

Now suppose that we later learn that there was an earthquake in the area. The updated conditional probability of a burglary is now given by

\[
P(B|A, E) = \frac{P(B)P(A|B, E)P(E)}{\sum_{b \in B} P(A|b, E)P(E)P(b)} = 0.03
\]

Essentially, we have provided an alternative explanation for the Alarm being triggered, thereby reducing the probability that a burglary was the cause of the alarm. In other words, we have explained away the alarm via the observation of an earthquake. Explaining away is an example of a reasoning pattern called inter-causal reasoning, in which the various causes of the same effect interact.
2.2 Exact Inference in Bayesian Networks

In Bayesian networks, inference is the process of answering probabilistic queries about the network. In standard inference the probability of the state of one or more variables in the network is queried, while in abductive inference the goal of the query is to find the most probable state assignment for one or more variables.

2.2.1 Variable Elimination

Variable elimination is an exact algorithm for computing $P(X|E)$ in Bayesian networks, where $X$ is an unobserved variable in the network and $E$ is a set of observed evidence variables in the network. The pseudocode for variable elimination is shown in Algorithm 2.1. The primary operation used during variable elimination is that of marginalizing out variables from the distribution.

Let $\Phi$ be the factors parameterizing some Bayesian network $G$ with a set of variables $X$. Let $Z \in X$ be some variable and let $\Phi' = \{\phi \in \Phi : Z \in \text{Scope}[\phi]\}$. The factor marginalization of the variable $Z$, can be defined as a new factor $\psi$ such that:

$$\psi(Z) = \sum_{\phi \in \Phi'} \prod_{\phi \in \Phi'} \phi$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

When the variable, $Z$, has been marginalized out using the above process, we say that the variable has been eliminated.

For a given query $P(Y|E)$, variable elimination begins by eliminating the evidence variables $E$. This is done by iterating over each local distribution $\phi \in \Phi$ and removing entries that are inconsistent with the evidence. After inconsistencies are removed, the algorithm removes all references to evidence variables from the distributions. Next, the algorithm eliminates all variables that are not evidence or query variables through
Algorithm 2.1 Variable Elimination for computing $P(Y|E)$

**Procedure** Variable-Elim(

1. Eliminate evidence variables from $\Phi$
2. $Z \leftarrow X - \{Y\} - E$
3. for $Z_i \in Z$ do
4. $\Phi' \leftarrow \{\phi \in \Phi : Z_i \in \text{Scope}[\phi]\}$
5. $\Phi'' \leftarrow \Phi - \Phi'$
6. $\psi(Z_i) = \sum_{Z_i} \prod_{\phi \in \Phi'} \phi$
7. $\Phi \leftarrow \Phi'' \cup \{\psi\}$
8. end for
9. $\phi^* \leftarrow \prod_{\phi \in \Phi} \phi$
10. $\alpha \leftarrow \sum_{y \in \text{Val}(Y)} \phi^*(y)$
11. return $\phi^* \alpha^{-1}$

marginalization. During this process the algorithm iterates over this set of variables and eliminates each one as described in equation 2.1. After eliminating all irrelevant variables, the algorithm will compute the normalizing coefficient $\alpha$ as follows:

$$\alpha = \sum_{y \in Y} \phi^*(y)$$

Once all variables have been eliminated, the algorithm computes the posterior probability of the query variables as:

$$P(Y|E) = \frac{\phi^*}{\alpha}$$

The time complexity of variable elimination is tied to the order in which the variables are eliminated. While the problem of finding an optimal variable ordering is known to be NP-complete [12], several heuristics have been proposed for choosing
a variable order. These include choosing variables for elimination with a minimum number of neighbors and choosing variables that will minimize the number of edges that will be added to the graph following elimination.

2.2.2 Clique Tree Propagation

Clique tree propagation is an algorithm for exact inference in probabilistic graphical models that is more efficient than variable elimination when performing inference over multiple variables. The algorithm relies on a data structure called a clique tree, which is a special type of clique graph. A clique graph provides a graphical representation of the factor-manipulation process in variable elimination. A Bayesian network is said to be moralized if an edge exists between all non-adjacent parents that share a child. Each node in the clique graph corresponds to a sub-clique in the triangulation of the moralized Bayesian network. Clique trees exhibit the running intersection property. A clique graph satisfies the running intersection property if, for each pair of cliques \( X \) and \( Y \) with intersection \( Z \), all cliques on the path between \( X \) and \( Y \) contain \( Z \). A clique tree can be constructed from a Bayesian Network as follows [12]:

- Moralize the graph by adding an edge between all non-adjacent parents of the same child
- Triangulate the moralized graph by inserting edges in cycles longer than length 3 so that all shortest cycles are of length 3.
- Find all maximal sub-cliques in the moralized triangulated graph and make each clique a node in the clique graph (Note: in general, the maximal sub-clique problem is intractable; however, maximal sub-cliques can be found in polynomial time in perfect graphs, i.e., where the graphs clique number is equal
Algorithm 2.2 SP-Message($i, j$)

Procedure SP-Message($i$, $j$)

1. $\psi_i(C_i) \leftarrow \psi_i \prod_{k \in N_{b_i} - \{j\}} \delta_{k \rightarrow j}$ // compute clique potential
2. $\tau(S_{i,j}) \leftarrow \sum_{C_i - S_{i,j}} \psi_i(C_i)$ // compute resulting factor to be sent as a message
3. return $\tau(S_{i,j})$

Once constructed, a clique tree can be used to perform inference in Bayesian networks through a process called message passing. Each clique in the clique tree takes incoming messages from its neighbors, multiplies them, sums out one or more variables (similar to variable elimination), and sends the newly computed message to a neighboring clique. Algorithm 2.2 describes the message passing algorithm.

When computing a message, the clique $C_i$ multiplies all incoming messages $\delta_{i \rightarrow j}$ from its other neighbors $N_i$ with its initial clique potential $\psi_i$ to obtain a new factor $\psi_i(C_i)$. It then sums out all variables except those in the intersection ($S_{i,j}$) of $C_i$ and $C_j$ and sends the resulting factor $\tau(S_{i,j})$ as a message to $C_j$. Using these messages a clique tree can compute the probabilities of all variables in the network without need-
Algorithm 2.3 Clique Tree Calibration

Procedure CTree-Calibrate(
    $\Phi$ // Set of factors in the network
    $T$ // Clique tree for network
)

1: Initialize Cliques
2: // Perform message passing
3: while exist $i, j$ such that $i$ is ready to transmit to $j$ do
4:     $\delta_{i \rightarrow j}(S_{i,j}) \leftarrow \text{SP-Message}(i, j)$
5: end while
6: // Compute beliefs for all cliques
7: for each clique $i$ do
8:     $\beta_i \leftarrow \psi_i \prod_{k \in \text{Nb}_i} \delta_{k \rightarrow i}$
9: end for
10: return $\{\beta_i\}$

lessly recomputing the same sum-product calculations multiple times. This process is called clique tree calibration and is presented in Algorithm 2.3.

The clique tree calibration algorithm shown above is defined as an asynchronous algorithm in which each clique sends a message to a neighboring clique as soon as it is ready. This algorithm is equivalent to a more synchronized process consisting of an upward pass and a downward pass. During the upward pass the algorithm picks a root clique and sends all messages toward the root. During the downward pass the root sends the appropriate messages to its children. This continues until the leaves of the tree are reached. Once the message passing process is complete, the beliefs $\beta_i$ for all cliques are computed by multiplying the initial potential with each of the incoming messages. The desired posterior for any variable can then be determined by summing out the unwanted variables in a clique containing the target variable.

The primary advantage of the clique tree algorithm is that it calculates the posterior probability of all variables in the Bayesian Network using only twice the computation of the upward pass on the same tree. In other words, once the tree is calibrated,
it is not necessary to recalculate the posteriors of any of the variables in the network, unless new evidence is introduced.

2.2.3 Abductive Inference

Another type of inference used to query a Bayesian network is abductive inference. Abductive inference is the problem of finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability state of the variables of a network, given a set of evidence variables and their corresponding state. This problem is often referred to as the $k$-Most Probable Explanation ($k$-MPE) problem.

If we let $X_U = X \setminus X_O$, where $X$ denotes the variables in the network and $X_O$ denotes the set of evidence variables in the network, the problem of abductive inference is to find the most probable state assignment to the variables in $X_U$ given the evidence $X_O = x_O$:

$$MPE(X_U, x_O) = \arg \max_{x_u \in X_U} P(x_u | x_O)$$

In [25], it was shown that abductive inference for Bayesian networks is NP-hard. Because of this, much research has been done to explore the possibilities of obtaining approximate solutions to the problem of full abductive inference. However in [14] it was shown that even the problem of finding a constant factor approximation for abductive inference is NP-hard.

Partial abductive inference is the problem of finding the $k$ most probable state assignments for a subset of the variables $X_E \subset X_U$, known as the explanation set:

$$PAI(X_E, x_O) = \arg \max_{x_E \in X_E} P(x_E | x_O)$$

$$= \arg \max_{x_E \in X_E} \sum_{x_R \in X_R} P(x_E, x_R | x_O)$$
where $X_R = X_U \setminus X_E$. This problem is more useful than general abductive inference in most applications since it allows for the selection of only the relevant variables as the explanation set. However, Park proved that partial abductive inference is an even more complex problem than full abductive inference [26]. Specifically, Park showed that partial abductive inference is $\text{NP}^{\text{PP}}$-Complete. Unlike full abductive inference, when performing exact partial abductive inference, the variables in $X_R$ must be marginalized out. This additional marginalization process increases the time complexity of partial abductive inference when compared to full abductive inference.

An exact algorithm capable of finding the MPE called bucket elimination was proposed by Dechter [27]. While bucket elimination is applicable to many problems in Bayesian inference, we will discuss it in the context of abductive inference. The pseudocode for bucket elimination in the context of MPE is presented in Algorithm 2.4. The first step of bucket elimination is to partition the factors of the Bayesian network into groups called buckets. A bucket is associated with each variable, and the bucket of a particular variable contains the probability functions associated with that variable. The next step, called the backward phase, processes the buckets based on a predefined variable ordering. A bucket $\Phi'$ is processed by multiplying all probability functions in the bucket and then eliminating the bucket’s variable $X_i$ using a process called factor maximization:

$$
\psi(X_i) = \max_{X_i} \prod_{\phi \in \Phi'} \phi
$$

This process is identical to the process of factor marginalization in variable elimination, except that the sum is replaced with a max operator. The distribution obtained by processing a bucket is placed in an earlier bucket of its largest index variable, where the index of a variable is based on its position in the ordering.
Algorithm 2.4 Bucket Elimination

Procedure Bucket-Elim(
    \(\Phi\) // Set of factors in the network
    \(E\) // Evidence
)

1: Populate buckets \(\text{bucket}_1, \ldots, \text{bucket}_n\)
2: Place each observed variable \(X_p = x_p \in E\) in its bucket
3: Let \(S_1, \ldots, S_j\) be the subset of variables on which factors are defined
4: for \(p \leftarrow n\) to 1 do
5:     for each factor \(\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_j \in \text{bucket}_p\) do
6:         if the \(\text{bucket}_p\) contains \(X_p = x_p\) then
7:             assign \(X_p = x_p\) to each \(\phi_i\) and put each in the appropriate bucket
8:         else
9:             \(U_p \leftarrow \bigcup_{i=1}^j S_i - \{X_p\}\)
10:            \(\psi(X_p) \leftarrow \max_{X_p} \prod_{\phi \in \Phi} \phi\)
11:            \(x_o^p \leftarrow \arg \max_{X_p} \psi(X_p)\)
12:            Add \(h_p\) to the bucket of largest index variable in \(U_p\)
8:     end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: Assign values in the ordering using the recorded functions \(x_o^p\) in each bucket

This assignment is stored in the bucket associated with \(Z\). Once all buckets are processed, the algorithm initiates a forwards phase to compute the most probable state assignment by assigning values along the ordering from \(X_1\) to \(X_n\). After a partial assignment has been obtained for the variables \(\{X_1, \ldots, X_{i-1}\}\), a value \(x_i\) is appended to the assignment where:

\[x_i = \arg \max_{X_i} \psi(X_i)\]

The backward phase of the algorithm aggregates information regarding the most probable assignment to variables higher in the ordering. As with variable elimination, the complexity of the bucket elimination is highly sensitive to the variable ordering used by the algorithm.
2.3 Structure Learning in Bayesian Networks

While in simple cases, a Bayesian network can be developed by an expert, in many cases, the problem of defining a Bayesian network is too complex for manual construction. In these cases, the Bayesian network structure and parameters can be learned from data. One type of method for general Bayesian network structure learning is score-based search. Score-based methods rely on a function to evaluate how well the dependencies in a structure match the data, and they search for a structure that maximizes this function. A common scoring method to evaluate Bayesian network structures is the probability of the data given the structure. It was shown in [28] that the probability of the data $D$ given a candidate Bayesian network structure $G$ can be computed as follows.

Let $X$ be the set of $n$ discrete variables in $G$, where each variable $X_i \in X$ has $r_i$ possible value assignments: $(x_1, \ldots, x_{r_i})$. Let $D$ be a set of data containing $m$ cases, where each case contains a value assignment for each variable in $X$. Each variable $X_i \in X$ has a set of parents, represented by $\text{Pa}(X_i)$. Let $w_{ij}$ denote the $j^{th}$ unique instantiation of $\text{Pa}(X_i)$ relative to $D$. Define $q_i$ to be the number of unique instantiations of $\text{Pa}(X_i)$ relative to $D$. Let $N_{ijk}$ be the number of cases in $D$ for which the variable $X_i$ has the value $x_k$ and $\text{Pa}(X_i)$ is instantiated as $w_{ij}$. Let

$$N_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{r_i} N_{ijk}. \quad \text{(2.2)}$$

Then

$$P(D|B) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \prod_{j=1}^{q_i} \frac{(r_i - 1)!}{(N_{ij} + r_i - 1)!} \prod_{k=1}^{r_i} N_{ijk}!. \quad \text{(2.2)}$$
Since the values for $P(D|B)$ can be very small, the log likelihood of the data given the model is often used as a scoring metric:

$$L(D|B) = \log P(D|B). \quad (2.3)$$

Another scoring metric commonly used for Bayesian network model selection is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) developed by Gideon E. Schwarz [29]. This metric introduces a penalty term for the number of parameters in the candidate model to control overfitting. The formula for the BIC [30] is as follows:

$$\text{BIC} = -2 \log P(D|B) + p \log(m) \quad (2.4)$$

where $p$ is the number of free parameters and $m$ is the size of the dataset.

K2 is a heuristic search technique for Bayesian network structure learning proposed by Cooper and Herskovits [31]. The algorithm is a greedy method that relies on a pre-specified node ordering. The main loop of the K2 algorithm iterates over all nodes in the ordering. For each node $X$, K2 incrementally adds edges between $X$ and the parent node $Y$ that results in the greatest increase to the likelihood of the model. If no such parent can be found, then K2 stops adding parents to the node and moves to the next node in the ordering. A node $X$ can be added as the parent of another node $Y$ if and only if $Y$ precedes $X$ in the ordering.

The pseudocode for K2 is shown in Algorithm 2.5. Here $\text{Pred}(x)$ denotes the nodes preceding $x$ in the ordering and the function $g(x, P)$ returns the probability of the data given the model when the variables in $P$ are set as the parents of $X$. The algorithm has been shown to have a time complexity of $O(mn^4r)$ where $n$ is the
Algorithm 2.5 K2 Structure Learning Algorithm

Procedure K2(
    D // the training data
    X // set of variables in specified ordering
)

1: for each variable $X_i \in X$ do
2:     $\text{Pa}(X_i) \leftarrow \emptyset$
3:     $P_{old} \leftarrow g(X_i, \text{Pa}(X_i))$
4:     while $P(\text{Pa}(X_i)) < u$ do
5:         $z \leftarrow \arg \max_{z \in \text{Pred}(X_i) - \text{Pa}(X_i)} g(X_i, \text{Pa}(X_i) \cup \{z\})$
6:         $P_{new} \leftarrow g(X_i, \text{Pa}(X_i) \cup \{z\})$
7:         if $P_{new} > P_{old}$ then
8:             $P_{old} \leftarrow P_{new}$
9:             $\text{Pa}(X_i) \leftarrow \text{Pa}(X_i) \cup \{z\}$
10:        else break
11:    end while
12: end for

The techniques described above implicitly assume that our goal is to learn the Bayesian network that best approximates the underlying joint probability distribution of the data. This approach is called generative learning because we are learning the model to generate all variables in the data, including both the variables that we aim to predict and the evidence variables used for prediction. However, we often want to learn a network that will perform well on a particular task, such as predicting the state of a specific node from evidence without concern for the underlying joint distribution. For this type of problem we most likely want to learn the model discriminatively, where the goal is to find the network that best represents the true conditional probability distribution of the prediction given the evidence.
2.4 Bayesian Network Classifier Learning

In classification a more specific type of Bayesian network structure is often learned. Given a classification problem consisting of a series of attributes $A$ and a class label $C$, a Bayesian classifier is a Bayesian network in which a node is associated with each attribute $A_i \in A$ and the class $C$. Typically, an edge is placed in the structure from the class node to each of the attribute nodes; although this is not necessary. Additional relationships and latent variables can also be included in this structure. Classification is performed by computing the most probable state of the class $C$ given the states of the attributes $A_1, ..., A_n$.

One approach to Bayesian classification is the Naive Bayes classifier, where all attributes are assumed to be conditionally independent given the class, and there are no edges connecting any of the attribute nodes. In this model, given some observed attribute values $a_1, ..., a_n$, the probability of each class can be computed as:

$$P(C|a_1, ..., a_n) = \frac{P(C) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(a_i|C)}{\sum_{c \in C} P(c) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(a_i|c)}$$

Learning a naive Bayes classifier requires estimating the prior probability of the class $P(C)$ and the conditional probabilities of the attributes $P(a|C)$. The prior probability of the class can be computed as:

$$P(C) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} \mathbf{1}_d(C)}{|D|} \quad (2.5)$$
where $1_d$ is an indicator function for a data point $d$. The conditional probability of each attribute $A$ can be computed as:

$$P(A|C) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} 1_d(A, C)}{\sum_{d \in D} 1_d(C)} \quad (2.6)$$

An alternative to Naive Bayes that relaxes the independence assumption is the Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN) classifier described in [32]. The TAN algorithm adds edges to the network that maximize the conditional mutual information between the connected feature nodes given the class. Conditional mutual information is defined as follows:

$$I(X,Y|C) = \sum_{x,y,c} P(x,y,c) \log \frac{P(x,y|c)}{P(x|c)P(y|c)} \quad (2.7)$$

where $X$ and $Y$ are the feature variables, $C$ is the class variable, and $x$, $y$, and $c$ are the states of variables $X$, $Y$, and $C$ respectively. This function computes the information that $Y$ provides about $X$ when the state of the class variable $C$ is known. The TAN algorithm is described as follows:

1. Construct an undirected graph $G$ containing a node for each feature.

2. Place a weighted edge between each pair of nodes $X$ and $Y$ where the weight of the edge is defined as $I(X,Y|C)$.

3. Find the maximum weighted spanning tree $T$ of the graph $G$.

4. Add direction to the edges of $T$ by selecting a root variable and setting the direction of all edges to be outward from it.

5. Create a class node $C$ and add an edge from $C$ to each feature node.

For the TAN model, the prior probabilities for the class and the conditional probabilities for the root node of the spanning tree can be computed as shown in equations
2.5 and 2.6 respectively. The conditional probabilities for each non-root node $X$ given its parent $Y$ and the class $C$ can be computed as:

$$P(X|Y,C) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} 1_d(X,Y,C)}{\sum_{d \in D} 1_d(Y,C)}$$

The TAN algorithm has been shown to have higher accuracy than Naive Bayes on many problems. This algorithm is based on the Chow-Liu algorithm, which is an efficient method for learning second-order product approximations of joint distributions using mutual information [33].

### 2.5 Parameter Estimation and Learning with Latent Variables

When learning a Bayesian network structure from data, the parameters associated with each node’s probability distribution will need to be estimated. If a variable and its parents are present in the data, we can estimate its parameters directly based on frequency. Given some data-set $D$ we can estimate any joint probability over the observed variables as

$$P(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} 1_d(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) + \alpha}{|D| + \alpha z}$$

where

$$z = \prod_{i} |X_i|$$

In the above equations, $1_d$ is an indicator function for a data point $d$, $|X_i|$ is the number of possible values for variable $X$, and $\alpha > 0$ is a smoothing parameter. Using the above joint probability estimate, we can compute any conditional probability over
a subset of the observed variables as follows:

\[ P(x|\text{Pa}(x)) = \frac{P(x, \text{Pa}(x))}{P(\text{Pa}(x))} \]

Although parameter estimation can be performed efficiently in the presence of complete data, in practice training data is often incomplete and some hidden variables never have data.

It is common for latent or hidden variables to be incorporated into Bayesian network models. Latent variables allow the network to encode unobserved effects and can drastically reduce the number of parameters used to specify the model. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.2. This figure is based on an example presented by Russell and Norvig [34], in which the nodes D, E, and F are symptoms of a disease, indicated by node L, while the nodes A, B, and C represent potential causes of the disease. If the disease variable L is not taken into account, it will appear that the symptoms D, E, and F interact. Additionally, the causes of the disease (A, B, and C), will appear to directly influence the the symptoms (D, E, and F). These apparent interactions are described by the Bayesian network in Figure 2.2(a). By introducing a latent variable L to represent the disease, we can explain many of the apparent interactions, thereby producing the Bayesian network shown in Figure 2.2(b).

Suppose that each variable in these networks has two states. Prior to introducing the latent variable L, the model shown in Figure 2.2(a) requires 118 parameters, but after the introduction of the latent variable L, the model only requires 34 parameters, as shown in 2.2(b).
A score $s(B : D)$ of a Bayesian network $B$ is said to be decomposable if the score can be written as:

$$s(B : D) = \sum_{X_i \in X} \text{FamScore}(X_i | \text{Pa}(X_i) : D)$$

where $\text{FamScore}(X_i | \text{Pa}(X_i) : D)$ measures how the variables $\text{Pa}(X_i)$ serve as the parents of $X_i$. Score decomposability has dramatic implications when searching for structures that maximize some score. If a score is decomposable, then a local change in network will not change the score of other sub-structures and the computational overhead of evaluating different structures can be reduced.

Unfortunately, latent variables complicate the problem of parameter estimation. When latent variables are introduced to a Bayesian network, the marginal probability is no longer decomposable and cannot be computed efficiently [12]. This problem could be addressed by filling in the values for the missing variables, but this would require knowledge of the very parameters that we are estimating. Thus, parameter
estimation from incomplete data requires solving two optimization problems simultaneously: learning the parameters and estimating values for the latent variables in each data point.

Expectation maximization (EM) is a commonly used algorithm that provides a solution to this problem [35]. EM begins with an initially random set of estimated parameters and then alternates between two steps.

**Expectation step:** The algorithm uses the current parameters $\theta^t$ to estimate the expected sufficient statistics.

- For each data point $d_i$ and each variable $X$, calculate the joint distribution $P(X, \text{Pa}(X)|d_i, \theta^t)$

- Estimate the sufficient statistics for each assignment $x$ and $\text{Pa}(x)$ as

$$M_{\theta^t}[x, \text{Pa}(x)] = \sum_i P(X, \text{Pa}(X)|d_i, \theta^t)$$

**Maximization step:** The algorithm performs maximum likelihood estimation relative to the expected sufficient statistics to estimate the new parameters.

$$\theta_{x|\text{Pa}(x)}^{t+1} = \frac{M_{\theta^t}[x, \text{Pa}(x)]}{M_{\theta^t}[\text{Pa}(x)]}$$

At each iteration of the algorithm, EM is guaranteed to increase the likelihood of the data given the model, and it has been proven that EM will converge to a local maximum in likelihood [12].

When learning Bayesian network structure with latent variables, a variant of EM called structural EM is often used [36]. As in the EM algorithm for parameter estimation, structural EM alternates between an expectation step and a maximization step. In the expectation step, the current model is used to generate a completed data set,
which is used to compute the expected sufficient statistics. In the maximization step, the expected sufficient statistics are used to improve the model. The primary difference is that the maximization step in structural EM will improve both the parameters and the structure. The structure learning algorithm used in the maximization step can be any of the search algorithms used in the complete data case. If the scoring metric used is based on the probability of the data given the model and the search algorithm used will improve the score at each iteration, then the structural EM procedure will converge to a local maximum. However, since EM is a local optimization method, it will often converge to sub-optimal parameter estimates.

2.6 Particle Swarm Optimization

The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm was first proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy [37]. PSO is a population based search technique inspired by the behavior of fish schools and bird flocks. In PSO the population is initialized with a number of random solutions called particles. Each particle has a position that encodes a potential solution in the search space and a velocity that defines how the particles will move through the search space. Each particle keeps track of the coordinates in the search space that are associated with the best solution it has found so far ($p_i$). These coordinates are called the personal best position of the particle. The algorithm also keeps track of the overall best solution value and location found so far by any particle in the population ($p_g$). This is called the global best position.

Both position and velocity are typically defined as a vector of real numbers. The search process updates the position vector of each particle based on that particle’s corresponding velocity vector. These velocity vectors are updated at each iteration based on the locations of $p_i$ and $p_g$ relative to the current position. Eventually all
Algorithm 2.6 Particle Swarm Optimization

Procedure PSO(
\[ \phi_1 \] // maximum force with which a particle is pulled toward \( p_i \);
\[ \phi_2 \] // maximum force with which a particle is pulled toward \( p_g \);
\[ \omega \] // inertia weight
)

1: Initialize the particles
2: repeat
3: for each particle position \( x_i \in P \) do
4: Evaluate position fitness \( f(x_i) \)
5: if \( f(x_i) > f(p_i) \) then \( p_i = x_i \)
6: if \( f(x_i) > f(p_g) \) then \( p_g = x_i \)
7: \( v_i = \omega v_i + U(0, \phi_1) \otimes (p_i - x_i) + U(0, \phi_2) \otimes (p_g - x_i) \)
8: \( x_i = x_i + v_i \)
9: end for
10: until termination criterion is met

Particles move closer to an optimum in the search space. The pseudocode for the traditional PSO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.6.

PSO begins by randomly initializing a swarm of particles over the search space. On each iteration of the algorithm, a particle’s fitness is calculated using a problem dependent fitness function. The personal best position is maintained in the vector \( p_i \). The global best position found among all particles is maintained in the vector \( p_g \). At the end of each iteration a particle’s velocity, \( v_i \), is updated based on \( p_i \) and \( p_g \). The use of both personal best and global best positions in the velocity equation ensures diverse responses within the swarm.

In Algorithm 2.6, \( P \) is the particle swarm, \( U(0, \phi_i) \) is a vector of random numbers uniformly distributed in \([0, \phi_i]\), \( \otimes \) is component-wise multiplication, \( v_i \) is the current velocity of a particle, and \( x_i \) is the object parameters or current position of a particle. Three parameters need to be defined for the PSO algorithm:

- \( \phi_1 \) determines the maximum force with which a particle is pulled toward \( p_i \);
• $\phi_2$ determines the maximum force with which a particle is pulled toward $p_g$;

• $\omega$ is the inertia weight.

The inertia weight $\omega$ is used to control the scope of the search.

The random weighting of the parameters $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ in PSO can result in an explosion in which the particles’ velocity and position rapidly move toward infinity. While many researches have addressed this problem with the use of a maximum velocity $V_{max}$ and the above-mentioned inertia weight $\omega$, Clerc and Kennedy [38] have suggested introducing a constriction factor $\chi$ to the velocity update equation as follows:

$$v_i = \chi(\omega v_i + U(0, \phi_1) \otimes (p_i - x_i) + U(0, \phi_2) \otimes (p_g - x_i))$$

The authors recommend setting the constriction factor $\chi$ relative to $\psi = \phi_1 + \phi_2$ as shown below:

$$\chi = \frac{2}{2 - \psi - \sqrt{\psi^2 - 4}}$$

Note that the authors assume that $\psi = \phi_1 + \phi_2 > 4$. By setting the constriction factor as recommended above, the authors eliminate the need for a maximum velocity.

Often, the reliance on a global best for updating the velocity of each particle can cause PSO to get trapped in local optima. Additional variants that do not rely on the entire swarm’s best known position when updating velocity have been developed to address this shortcoming [39, 40, 41, 42]. One commonly used alternative topology is the ring topology, in which each particle uses the position of two of its local neighbors to update its velocity [42].
2.7 Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization

Kennedy and Eberhart proposed a modification of the traditional PSO algorithm for problems with binary-valued solution elements [43]. In this algorithm, each particle’s position is a vector from the $d$-dimensional binary solution space $x \in \{0, 1\}^d$, and each particle’s velocity is a vector from the $d$-dimensional continuous space, $v_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$.

A particle’s velocity denotes the probability of that particle’s position having a value of 0 or 1 in the next iteration. Each particle’s velocity is updated as in traditional PSO, while each particle’s position is updated using the following equation:

$$p(x_i = 1) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-v_i)}$$

Although this algorithm was shown to be effective, it is limited to problems with binary valued solution elements.

A discrete multi-valued PSO (DMVPSO) algorithm, which relaxed this binary state assumption, was proposed by Veeramachaneni et al. [44]. In this algorithm, each particle’s position is a $d$-dimensional vector of discrete values in the range $[0, M - 1]$ where $M$ is the cardinality of each state variable. The velocity of each particle is a $d$-dimensional vector of continuous values and is updated as shown above. A particle’s velocity is transformed into a number between $[0, M]$ using the following equation:

$$S_i = \frac{M}{1 + \exp(-v_i)}$$

Then each particle’s position is updated by generating a random number according to the Gaussian distribution, $x_i \sim N(S_i, \sigma \times (M - 1))$ and rounding the result. To ensure the particle’s position remains in the range $[0, M - 1]$ the following formula is
applied:

\[ x_i = \begin{cases} 
M - 1 & x_i > M - 1 \\
0 & x_i < 0 \\
x_i & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

Notice that, while there is a probability of choosing any value between \([0, M - 1]\) for a given \(S_i\), the probability of choosing a given value decreases based on its distance from the current value of \(S_i\).

\section*{2.8 Overlapping Swarm Intelligence}

Overlapping Swarm Intelligence (OSI) is a multi-population search technique first proposed by Haberman and Sheppard to develop an energy-efficient routing protocol for sensor networks [15]. OSI is a variant of PSO in which a problem is divided into a series of overlapping sub-problems, and a swarm is assigned to each. Each swarm optimizes over its assigned sub-problem, and a competition mechanism is used to combine the solutions found by the various swarms. The specific sub-problem assigned to each swarm is often based on the underlying conditional dependencies of the problem [45, 46].

More formally, for some function \(F(\cdot)\) to be optimized with parameters \(X = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\}\), OSI assigns a subset of the parameters \(Y_i \subseteq X\) to each swarm \(s_i\). Each swarm in OSI optimizes over its subset of parameters via PSO, and the algorithm maintains a global solution vector for the complete set of parameters \(x_g = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}\) to be used for fitness evaluation.

The fitness of each particle is evaluated by inserting its partial solution into a complete global solution vector and evaluating the quality of the newly formed solution. For a particle \(p_{i,j}\) in swarm \(s_i\), a complete solution vector \(z_{i,j}\) is constructed
from the particle’s partial solution vector \( y_{i,j} \) as follows:

\[
z_{i,j} = y_{i,j} \cup x_g \setminus \{ x_k : X_k \in Y_i \}
\]

The fitness of this newly constructed complete solution vector \( z_{i,j} \) is then evaluated and used as the fitness for particle \( p_{i,j} \).

When multiple swarms optimize over the same portion of the global solution vector, these swarms are said to overlap. At the end of each iteration, overlapping swarms compete to determine which values to include for each entry in the global solution vector. This competition is held between the values encoded in the best particles of each swarm. The parameters resulting in the highest fitness are selected for inclusion in the global solution vector. In some cases, swarms may be seeded with values from the global solution vector once the competition is complete.
CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

Here we present a review of literature related to distributed soft computing, distributed optimization, and multi-population algorithms. We also describe work done in the areas of inference, parameter estimation, and structure learning in Bayesian networks.

3.1 Distributed Soft Computing

Several authors have proposed distributed multi-population genetic algorithms (GA) [47, 48, 49, 50]. In these models, several subpopulations are maintained by the genetic algorithm, and members of the populations are exchanged through a process called migration. These methods have been shown to obtain better quality solutions than traditional GAs [48] when applied to the problems of neural network parameter learning, the traveling salesman problem, and several deceptive problems proposed by Goldberg et al. [51]. One type of multi-population algorithm is the island model, in which subpopulations called islands are maintained and individuals in each subpopulation are allowed to migrate. Because the islands maintain some independence, each island can explore a different region of the search space while sharing information with other islands through migration. This improves genetic diversity and solution quality [50]. Like OSI, these methods maintain multiple subpopulations, but, unlike OSI, each of the sub-populations learn complete solutions to the problem being optimized.
Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht developed several distributed PSO methods for the training of multi-layer feed-forward neural networks [52]. These methods include NSPLIT in which there is a single particle swarm for each neuron in the network, LSPLIT in which there is a swarm assigned to each layer of the neural network, and ESPLIT which splits the serialized vector in half, assigning a swarm to each split. The authors’ claim that splitting the swarms in this way results in a finer-grained credit assignment, reducing the possibility of neglecting a potentially good solution for a specific component of the solution vector. The results obtained by Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht indicate that the distributed algorithms outperform traditional PSO methods. The authors did not compare these methods to any non-PSO approaches. Note, however, that these methods do not include any communication between the swarms and provide access to a global fitness function.

Recently a new distributed approach to improve the performance of the PSO algorithm has been explored where multiple swarms are assigned to overlapping sub-problems. This approach is called Overlapping Swarm Intelligence (OSI) [15, 53, 54]. In OSI each swarm searches for a partial solution to the problem, and solutions found by the different swarms are combined to form a complete solution once convergence has been reached. As distinct from NSPLIT, LSPLIT, and ESPLIT, here overlap occurs, requiring communication and competition take place to determine the combined solution to the full problem.

Haberman and Sheppard first proposed OSI as a method to develop an energy-efficient routing protocol for sensor networks that ensures reliable path selection while minimizing the energy consumption during message transmission [15]. In this approach, a swarm is associated with each node in the sensor network, and each swarm consists of a particle for its corresponding node and the particles for all of the node’s immediate neighbors. Thus, the swarm for a given node overlaps with its neighboring
swarms. This algorithm was shown to be able to extend the life of the sensor networks and to perform significantly better than current energy-aware routing protocols.

Ganesan Pillai and Sheppard extended the OSI method to learn the weights of deep artificial neural networks [53]. Deep neural networks are defined as neural networks that have more than two hidden layers. This algorithm separates the structure of the network into paths where each path begins at an input node and ends at an output node. Each of these paths is associated with a swarm that learns the weights for that path of the network. A common vector of weights is maintained across all swarms to describe a global view of the network. This vector is created by combining the weights of the best particles in each of the swarms. This method was shown to outperform the backpropagation algorithm, the traditional PSO algorithm, and both NSPLIT and LSPLIT on deep networks. A distributed version of this approach was developed subsequently by Fortier et al. [54].

3.2 Distributed Optimization

Much work has been done in the area of distributed optimization. Rabbat and Nowak [55] analyzed the convergence of distributed optimization algorithms in sensor networks. Many algorithms used to estimate environmental parameters or functions of interest in sensor networks transmit all data to a central point for processing. Rabbat and Nowak propose an alternative approach based on distributed in-network processing. The authors showed that, by distributing the computation of functions of interest in sensor networks, communication and energy resources consumed can be reduced significantly. The authors proved that, for a large set of problems, these algorithms will converge to a solution within a certain distance of the global optimum.
In a network of agents, consensus means that the agents reach an agreement regarding a certain value of interest that depends on the state of all agents. Problems that require agents in such a network to reach consensus are called consensus problems. A consensus algorithm is an interaction rule specifying the information exchange between an agent and its neighbors in the network. Olfati-Saber et al. [56] provided an analysis of consensus algorithms for multi-agent networked systems. The authors defined several types of consensus problems, described methods of convergence and performance analysis for multi-agent distributed systems, and proved the convergence of these methods.

Patterson et al. [57] provided an analysis of the convergence rate for the distributed average consensus algorithm. In the distributed average consensus algorithm, each node in the network has some initial value, and the goal is for all nodes to reach consensus on the average of the values for all nodes. Consensus must be reached using only communication between neighbors in the network graph. This work also included an analysis of the relationship between the convergence rate and the network topology.

Boyd et al. [58] analyzed convex distributed optimization in the context of machine learning and statistics. The authors argued that the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) can be applied to such distributed optimization algorithms. In ADMM, a problem is divided into small local subproblems that are solved and used to find a solution to a large global problem. The authors showed that this approach can be applied to a wide variety of distributed optimization problems.

Distributed Overlapping Swarm Intelligence (DOSI) has several similarities to the methods discussed in this section. As in the first three works, DOSI requires consensus to be reached between all swarms in the algorithm with respect to the state assignment for a Bayesian network. Like the distributed average consensus algorithm
discussed by Patterson et al., consensus between the swarms must be reached using only communication between neighbors in the network graph. However, unlike Patterson’s distributed average consensus algorithm, consensus in DOSI is not reached with respect to an average value, but the swarms instead reach a consensus with respect to a value determined by a designated arbiter swarm. To determine the best value for a given variable, the arbiter swarm holds a competition between the values learned by all swarms that are optimizing over the variable. The winning value is then propagated to the other swarms to ensure consensus. The difference between this method and the average consensus algorithm proposed by Patterson is significant, because once consensus is reach in DOSI, not only will all swarms agree on a value for a particular variable, but this value will be always be the value that achieved the highest fitness competition. DOSI is similar to the work by Boyd et al. since it solves subproblems in a distributed manner and recombines the solutions to answer a larger global problem.

3.3 Common Approaches to Bayesian Inference

As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, an exact algorithm to solve the $k$ Most Probable Explanation ($k$-MPE) problem called bucket elimination was proposed by Dechter [27]. This algorithm uses a form of variable elimination in which the node with the fewest neighbors is eliminated at each iteration. Bucket elimination uses max-marginalization instead of sum-marginalization when eliminating a variable and stores the most probable state assignment for the variable. In max-marginalization, the sum in equation 2.1 for sum-marginalization is replaced with a max operator. Like variable elimination, this algorithm has worst-case time complexity that is exponential in the
tree width of the network, where the tree width of a graph is the size of the largest maximal sub-clique minus one.

An approximation algorithm for the MPE problem called mini-bucket elimination (MBE) is described in [59]. While MBE can be applied to problems other than abductive inference, here we only examine it in the context of abductive inference. This algorithm is a variation of bucket elimination that can address both partial and full abductive inference. MBE further partitions the buckets defined in the bucket elimination algorithm into mini-buckets, and the elimination operator is applied to these mini-buckets instead of being applied to each singleton function in a bucket. The size of the mini-bucket partitions can be modified so that the algorithm produces exact solutions to the abductive inference problem. This is done by using the complete buckets of exact bucket elimination, instead of partitioning into mini-buckets.

A divide and conquer algorithm that provides an exact solution to the $k$-MPE problem is described by Nilsson in [60]. Nilsson’s approach is based on the flow propagation algorithm proposed in [61] for finding the $k$-MPE for clique trees. While the algorithm is faster than other exact abductive inference algorithms such as bucket elimination, it still has exponential time complexity and is impractical for large networks. This limitation is true of all exact inference algorithms.

A simulated annealing algorithm (SA) for partial abductive inference was proposed by de Campos as an approximation algorithm [62]. In simulated annealing the system is initialized to some initial temperature $T_0$. Then some change $e$ is randomly chosen and is applied based on the value of $p = \exp(\Delta(e)/T_0)$, where $\Delta e$ is the change in fitness. If $p > 1$, then the change is accepted otherwise, the change is accepted with probability $p$. this selection and evaluation process is repeated $\alpha$ times or until we make $\beta$ changes. If no changes are made in $\alpha$ repetitions, then the search is terminated. Otherwise, the temperature is lowered by multiplying $T_0$ by a decay
factor $0 < \gamma < 1$, and the search process continues. If the temperature has been lowered more than $\delta$ times, then the algorithm is terminated.

The simulated annealing algorithm proposed by de Campos uses an evaluation function based on clique tree propagation. The algorithm begins with a single state assignment and at each iteration a single variable is modified within the state assignment. A hash table is maintained consisting of ⟨assignment, probability⟩ pairs and each new assignment is stored in this table. If an assignment is found that is not stored in the hash table, then the probability of the assignment is computed. Since SA only modifies a single state at each iteration, the algorithm can avoid recalculating all of the initial clique potentials when evaluating a new state assignment.

A stochastic local search (SLS) algorithm for solving the MPE problem was proposed in [63]. In this approach, stochastic local search was combined with an approximate inference algorithm called Gibbs Sampling. The results of the author’s experiments indicate that their approach outperforms other techniques such as stochastic simulation, simulated annealing, or hill-climbing alone.

The Elvira Consortium software environment uses a junction tree based algorithm to approximate a solution to the $k$-MPE Problem [64]. This algorithm is based on Nilsson’s algorithm, but approximate probability trees are used in place of the true probability trees.

3.4 Soft Approaches to Bayesian Inference

Several researchers have used soft computing techniques to find approximate solutions to the $k$-MPE problem. Gelsema describes a genetic algorithm for full abductive inference (GA-Full) in Bayesian networks [65]. In this approach, the states of the variables in the Bayesian network are represented by a chromosome corresponding
to a vector of Boolean values. Each value in the chromosome corresponds to a state assignment for a node in the network. Crossover and mutation are applied to the chromosomes to generate offspring from parent chromosomes. To evaluate chromosome fitness, the chain rule is applied.

A graph-based evolutionary algorithm for performing approximate abductive inference on Bayesian Networks was developed by Rojas-Guzman et al. [66]. In their method, the graphs specify a possible solution that is a complete description of a state assignment for a Bayesian network. Fitness of a chromosome is based on the absolute probability of the chromosome's corresponding assignment. However, this approach was designed to find a single most probable explanation rather than the \( k > 1 \) most probable assignments.

A genetic algorithm for partial abductive inference was proposed by de Campos et al. [67]. In this approach, the state assignments for the subset of variables are represented as a chromosome consisting of integers. The value of each integer in a chromosome corresponds to the state of a variable in the network. To evaluate the fitness of each chromosome, clique tree propagation is used.

Sriwachirawat et al. [68] developed a niching genetic algorithm (NGA) to find \( k \)-MPE, designed to utilize the “multi-fractal characteristic and clustering property” of Bayesian networks. The multi-fractal characteristic and clustering property states that low-probability instantiation clusters and high-probability instantiation clusters are normally located far away from others, while, medium-probability instantiations do not form clusters and are located almost everywhere in the search space. This algorithm makes use of the observation that there are regions within the joint probability distribution of the Bayesian Network that are highly “self-similar.” Because of this self-similarity, the authors chose to organize their GA using a probabilistic
crowding method that biases the crossover operator toward self-similar individuals in the population. Chromosomes in this approach were encoded as described in [65].

Ganesan Pillai and Sheppard [69] describe a discrete multi-valued PSO (DMVPSO) [44] approach for finding $k$-MPE. In their algorithm, each particle’s set of object parameters is represented by a string of integers corresponding to state assignments for each node in the network. The chain rule is used to calculate the fitness of each particle. The results of the authors’ experiments indicated they were able to find competitive explanations much more efficiently than the approaches described in [65] and [68].

3.5 Common Approaches to Bayesian Parameter Estimation

A number of algorithms have been developed for parameter estimation. As described in section 2.5, the most common algorithm for parameter estimation is Expectation Maximization (EM) [12]. The algorithm begins with an initially random parameter assignment and repeatedly executes the expectation and maximization steps. During the expectation step, the algorithm samples values using the current parameter estimates of the model. This way, a set of data can be generated with values corresponding, not only to the observable variables but to the hidden variables as well. The maximization step uses the resulting completed data set to find a new maximum likelihood estimate of the probability estimates for those hidden variables. Unfortunately, since the EM algorithm is a local search method, this process often converges to sub-optimal parameters and even small changes to the initial parameters can change the local optima found by the algorithm significantly. Also, the expectation step can often be computationally expensive since it must estimate the joint distribution for each data point.
Several authors have developed enhanced versions of EM in terms of both computational efficiency and quality of learned parameters. In 1990, Wei and Tanner proposed a randomized EM algorithm in which the expectation step is approximated using Monte Carlo sampling [70]. In this approach, the data is completed by sampling from the conditional distribution of the missing data for each data point. The expectation is then approximated as the Monte Carlo average. The performance of Monte Carlo EM (MCEM) is often comparable to that of traditional EM, and the algorithm has been shown to perform well even when a single sample is drawn for each data-point [71].

In 2002, Elidan et al. used data perturbation to improve upon the quality of the local maxima reached by EM [72]. Their algorithm allows EM to escape local maxima by perturbing the training data, thereby forcing the algorithm to explore new ascent directions. This work evaluates the effectiveness of both random data perturbation and adversarial data perturbation in which the data is modified to directly challenge the current parameter estimates.

In 2005, Elidan and Friedman proposed the information bottleneck EM algorithm for learning both the parameters and the structure of Bayesian networks in the presence of incomplete data [73]. This approach, which is based on the information bottleneck framework described by Tishby et al. [74], involves grouping observed variables by mutual information and then creating a hidden variable for each group.

3.6 Soft Approaches to Bayesian Parameter Estimation

More recently, EM has been combined with population based approaches to improve the quality of learned parameters. In 2006, Jank proposed a genetic algorithm version of EM (GAEM) based on MCEM. In this algorithm, each individual in the
population encodes a set of parameter estimates. The fitness of an individual is the approximate probability of the data given the parameters as computed by a single iteration of MCEM[75].

Another variant of EM based on evolutionary computation was proposed by Meng-shoel et al. in 2012 [76]. This algorithm is described as an age-layered EM (ALEM) approach that discards low likelihood runs before convergence. This algorithm maintains a population of individuals that represent EM runs. The population is then divided into a set of layers, each with a user-defined age limit. Once the number of iterations for an individual EM run exceeds this limit, the individual is removed from the layer and, if the likelihood of the data given the parameters is high enough, the individual is moved to the next layer.

### 3.7 Common Approaches to Bayesian Structure Learning

Yuan et al. [77] propose an exact algorithm for Bayesian structure learning based on the A* algorithm which is capable of find an optimal Bayesian network structure. This is a state space search technique in which heuristics are used to search only among the most promising portions the search space. The authors propose two heuristics for use with the A* algorithm. The first, involves a relaxation of the acyclicity constraint for Bayesian networks. The second, reduces the relaxation of the first heuristic by preventing directed cycles within some variable groups. While both heuristics are admissible and consistent, the first results in too much relaxation and causes the search space to have a loose bound. While the computational complexity of this algorithm is exponential, the authors’ experiments indicate that it outperforms existing exact structure learning methods in terms of both search time and bounding of the search space.
The Greedy Thick Thinning algorithm (GTT) described by Heckerman [78] is a common approach to Bayesian structure learning. The algorithm begins with a fully connected graph and removes arcs between nodes based on conditional independence tests. GTT then optimizes the structure by modifying the graph and scoring the result. The modifications used by GTT include adding an arc if one does not already exist, and removing or reversing an arc if it already exists. The modified network is then scored and, if the modifications fail to improve the network, the algorithm returns the current structure. To encourage greater exploration, a predetermined number of network perturbations are produced after each scoring.

Heckerman also describes a simulated annealing algorithm for general structure learning [78]. This algorithm starts with an initially empty graph and at each iteration an edge $e$ is randomly is selected. A change is made to this edge with probability $p = \exp(\Delta(e)/T_0)$ as described in section 3.3. These changes can include removing, reversing, or adding an edge.

Cooper et al. describe a method for constructing Bayesian networks from data called K2 [28], which we describe in more detail in section 2.3. K2 is a greedy algorithm that determines the set of edges that best matches the data given a node ordering. If some node $X_i$ precedes node $X_j$ in the ordering, then $X_j$ cannot be a parent of $X_i$. K2 visits each node $X_i$ based on the sequence specified in the ordering and greedily inserts a parent into the parent set of $X_i$ if the addition of the parent maximizes the score of the network. Their algorithm uses $P(B, D)$ as the scoring function.
3.8 Soft Approaches to Bayesian Structure Learning

Several researchers have applied soft computing techniques to the problem of Bayesian structure learning. Wang et al proposed a PSO algorithm for Bayesian structure learning [9] where the position of each particle is an $n \times n$ adjacency matrix, and $n$ is the number of variables in the network. The fitness function for a candidate network in this approach is denoted as:

$$F(B) = \log P(D|B)$$

where $D$ denotes the training data and $B$ denotes the Bayesian network. Before constructing the Bayesian network for fitness evaluation, the adjacency matrix is checked for cycles, and the cycles are removed.

An island model genetic algorithm for Bayesian structure learning was proposed by Regnier-Coudert et al [10]. In this algorithm each chromosome consists of an ordering of the nodes in the network. For a given ordering, each node can only be parent of a node ahead of it in the ordering. A Bayesian network is constructed from an ordering by applying the K2 edge selection algorithm described in [28] to the ordering. The fitness function for a candidate network in this approach is denoted as:

$$F(B) = P(B, D)$$

(3.1)

The populations of chromosomes are separated into several islands running the genetic algorithm in parallel. The search is periodically paused, and migration occurs between the islands. In this approach the genetic algorithm acts a heuristic to learn a variable ordering for the K2 algorithm.
Wu et al proposed an ant colony optimization algorithm for Bayesian structure learning called K2ACO [11]. In this algorithm, the representation is similar to that used in [10]. Each individual represents a node ordering and the fitness of each ordering is calculated by running the K2 search algorithm. Each ant in the algorithm traverses a graph of the nodes in the network, and an ant in node $i$ moves to node $j$ according to a probabilistic state transition rule based on the amount of pheromone on the edge between $i$ and $j$. The amount of pheromone deposited on an edge is based on equation 3.1. The order of the nodes in the graph traversal containing the highest pheromone levels defines the variable ordering for the K2 algorithm.
CHAPTER 4

FULL ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE IN BAYESIAN NETWORKS

In many domains, when reasoning with a Bayesian network, it is desirable to know the most probable explanation of the evidence, rather than the probability of a single variable in the system. The problem of performing such queries is called abductive inference. In full abductive inference, the goal is to find the most probable states for all variables in the network, given the evidence. Unfortunately, full abductive inference is known to be NP-Hard and Dagum [14] showed, that even the problem of finding a constant factor approximation for the abductive inference problem is NP-hard.

To demonstrate the validity of applying OSI to problems of full abductive inference we present both distributed and centralized OSI-based algorithms for full abductive inference, and we compared our algorithms to existing approaches.

4.1 Full Abductive Inference via OSI

We developed an approach for full abductive inference based on the OSI methodology [45]. In our approach, a swarm is associated with each node in the network. Each node’s corresponding swarm learns the variable assignments associated with that node’s Markov blanket using the DMVPSO algorithm [44]. This representation provides an advantage since every node in the network is conditionally independent of all other nodes when conditioned on its Markov blanket. The pseudocode for our approach is shown in Algorithm 4.1.
**Algorithm 4.1 Overlapping Swarm Intelligence**

**Procedure** OSI-Infer(

\[ G \] // A Bayesian network
\[ E \] // Evidence variables
)

1: Initialize global set of state assignments \( A \) using forward sampling
2: Initialize particles in each swarm
3: repeat
4:   for each swarm \( s \) do
5:     for each particle, \( p \in s \) do
6:       Construct personal set of state assignments \( B_p \)
7:       Add \( B_p \) to \( A \)
8:       Calculate particle fitness \( f(p) \)
9:       if \( f(p) > p \)'s personal best fitness then
10:       Update \( p \)'s personal best position and fitness
11:     end if
12:     if \( f(p) > \) the global best fitness then
13:       Update global best position and fitness for \( s \)
14:     end if
15:     Update \( p \)'s velocity and position
16:   end for
17: end for
18: \( A \leftarrow k \) most probable assignments in \( A \)
19: for each state assignment \( \alpha \in A \) do
20:   for each node \( n \) in the network do
21:     Let \( S \) be all swarms \( s \) where \( n \in \text{MB}(X_s) \)
22:     Let \( v_n \) be the state of \( n \) in \( \alpha \)
23:     \( v_n \leftarrow \text{Compete}(S, n, \alpha) \)
24:     \( \text{SeedSwarms}(S, v_n) \)
25:   end for
26: end for
27: until termination criterion is met
Our algorithm requires that a set of \( k \) global state assignments \( A \) be maintained across all swarms for inter-swarm communication. \( A \) is initialized by forward sampling \( m \geq k \) samples and selecting the \( k \) most probable assignments for inclusion in \( A \). Forward sampling is a method used to generate a sample for every variable in a network, such that each sample is generated proportionally to its probability. Forward sampling draws a sample for each variable, following a topological ordering of the network. It samples a value for each variable from the distribution of the variable given the values assigned to its parents.

Each particle’s position is defined by a \( d \)-dimensional vector of discrete values. Each position value corresponds to the state of a variable in the swarm’s Markov blanket, thus each particle represents a state assignment for part of the network. We use log likelihood to determine the quality of a complete state assignment as follows:

\[
L(x) = \log \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(x_i|\text{Pa}(x_i)) \right) \\
= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log P(x_i|\text{Pa}(x_i)).
\]

where \( x = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\} \) is a complete state assignment and \( \text{Pa}(x_i) \) corresponds to the assignments for the parents of \( x_i \).

Given a partial state assignment \( x_p \) represented by some particle \( p \) in swarm \( s \) and the set of complete global state assignments \( A = \{\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k\} \), we can construct a new set of state assignments \( B_p = \{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\} \) for use in fitness evaluation by inserting \( x_p \) into each state assignment \( \alpha_i \in A \) as follows:

\[
\forall \beta_i \in B_p \quad \beta_i = \{x_p\} \cup \alpha_i \setminus \text{MB}(X_s)
\]
Algorithm 4.2 Compete

Procedure Compete(S, n, α)

1: bestQ ← −∞
2: for each swarm s ∈ S do
3: Let \( p_g \) be the most fit particle in s
4: Let \( v_n \) be the state of n within \( p_g \)
5: Insert \( v_n \) into α
6: if \( L(α) > bestQ \) then
7: bestQ ← \( L(α) \)
8: bestV ← \( v_n \)
9: end if
10: end for
11: return bestV

Algorithm 4.3 SeedSwarms

Procedure SeedSwarms(S, \( v_n \))

1: for each swarm s ∈ S do
2: Let p be the least fit particle in s
3: Let \( q_n \) be the state of n in p
4: \( q_n \) ← \( v_n \)
5: end for

where MB(\( X_s \)) consists of the state assignments for the Markov blanket of node \( X_s \) within \( A_i \). We use \( B_p \) to calculate the fitness of each particle,

\[
f(p) = \sum_{\beta_i \in B_p} L(\beta_i)
\]

This function defines the fitness of particle \( p \) as the sum of the log likelihoods of the assignments in \( A \) when the value assignments encoded in \( p \) are substituted into \( A \).
(a) Markov blanket of $d_3$

(b) Markov blanket of $d_5$

(c) Overlap of Markov blankets for $d_3$ and $d_5$

Figure 4.1: Markov blanket example
Our algorithm exploits the concept of Markov blanket overlap, which is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1(a) highlights the Markov blanket of \(d_3\), Figure 4.1(b) highlights the Markov blanket of \(d_5\), and Figure 4.1(c) highlights the overlap of the Markov blankets of both \(d_3\) and \(d_5\). In the example, nodes in the Markov blanket of \(d_3\) and nodes in the Markov blanket \(d_5\) are shown with a dashed rectangle. In Figure 4.1(c) nodes that are in the Markov blankets of both \(d_3\) and \(d_5\) (namely \(c\) and \(d_4\)) are shown to be inside both dashed rectangles, thus indicating an overlap. We will exploit these overlaps later.

When two or more swarms share a node in the network (such as \(c\) and \(d_4\) in Figure 4.1(c)), these swarms are said to overlap. At the end of each iteration of the algorithm, overlapping swarms compete to determine which state is assigned to a given node in each assignment \(\alpha_m \in A\) (Algorithm 4.2). This competition is held between the state assignments found by the personal best particles in each swarm. The state resulting in the highest log-likelihood is the one selected for inclusion. Once a node’s state has been selected through competition, each swarm associated with the node is seeded with this state. This is performed by the SeedSwarms function. In our algorithms, we seeded a swarm by replacing the least fit particle in the swarm with the state \(v_n\) for node \(n\), where \(v_n\) is the state of \(n\) within the most fit particle in the swarm. This allows for the transfer of information between different swarms that are trying to optimize over the same values. This process is shown in Algorithm 4.2. In the example presented in Figure 4.1, the swarms associated with \(d_3\) and \(d_5\) would compete to determine which state is assigned to the nodes \(c\) and \(d_4\).

Whenever a state assignment is constructed, that assignment is stored in \(A\). At each iteration, \(A\) is pruned so that it contains the \(k\) most probable assignments found so far. Once the algorithm has terminated, \(A\) is returned.
4.1.1 Computational Complexity

We first describe the computational complexity of OSI and show which step has the most computational burden in the algorithm. To do so, we break down each step in the algorithm. We refer to the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 4.1.

- **Fitness Evaluation**— First, we determine the complexity of evaluating the fitness of an individual particle. During fitness evaluation we compute the log likelihood for $k$ candidate explanations, where the calculation of likelihood for a single explanation has a worst case complexity of $O(n)$, where $n$ is number of variables in the network. Thus, the fitness function complexity is $O(kn)$.

- **Optimization Algorithm**— Next, we determine the complexity of the underlying PSO algorithm. We assume that the algorithm has $q = |P|$ individuals, where $P$ is the set of all the individuals in the population. During each iteration, an individual, with $n$ variables in the worst case, has its position and fitness updated. These two steps are done sequentially, with updating the position having a complexity of $O(n)$ and while evaluating the fitness is $O(kn)$. This is done $q$ times, once for for each individual; therefore, assuming the algorithm performs $e$ iterations, the total complexity is $O(kneq)$.

To complete our analysis of the complexity of OSI, we next show the complexity of the two main parts of OSI: solve and competition

- **Solve**— The solve step in OSI involves iterating over the set of subpopulations $S$ and having each one optimize over its variables. Using the complexity from above for optimization algorithms, each subpopulation has a complexity of $O(kneq)$. Since this is done $s = |S|$ times, the total complexity of this step is $O(skneq)$. 
• **Competition**– In OSI, the competition step is used to find the optimal set of values for the variables in $X$. This is done by iterating over all the variables and then comparing the fitness of the competing individuals. Note that there are $n$ variables. In the worst case, all swarms will overlap over every variable, resulting in $n$ competing subpopulations, while each fitness evaluation has a complexity of $\mathcal{O}(nk)$. Therefore, the total complexity of the competition step in OSI is $\mathcal{O}(nn^2k) = \mathcal{O}(n^3k)$.

OSI iterates over the solve and competition steps $m$ times. Combining the steps above and multiplying times $m$ gives a complexity of

$$\mathcal{O}(\text{OSI}) = \mathcal{O}(m(nkeqs + n^3k))$$

$$= \mathcal{O}(mnkeqs + mn^3k)$$

In the algorithm presented above, a swarm is associated with each node in the network, therefore $s = n$. Substituting this into the above equation, we now have

$$\mathcal{O}(\text{OSI}) = \mathcal{O}(mn^2keq + mn^3k)$$

Based on these results, we can see that OSI will almost always be more computationally complex due to the $n^3$ factor caused by the competition phase. However, in practice, the worst case $\mathcal{O}(n^3k)$ complexity of the competition phase will be rare, and will only occur when all variables in the network share a Markov blanket.

### 4.2 Full Abductive Inference via DOSI

We also modified the OSI approach proposed in [45] to eliminate the need for a set of global state assignments to be maintained across all swarms. In the distributed approach, each swarm $s$ maintains a set of personal state assignments denoted as
$A_s$. The most probable assignments learned by each swarm are communicated to the other swarms and inserted into the swarm’s personal state assignment through a periodic communication mechanism. At each iteration of the algorithm, the swarm associated with a given node holds a competition between all swarms that share this node to determine the most probable state assignment. This state assignment then is communicated to the other swarms. Because this approach does not require a global network to be shared between swarms, the learning process can be distributed. Initially a set $A$ is obtained by forward sampling $m \geq k$ samples. Each $A_s$ is initialized as the $k$ most probable assignments in $A$.

The fitness calculation and the calculation of a new set of state assignments for a given swarm $s$ and particle $p$, denoted $B_{s,p}$, is similar to the calculation of $B_p$ used in OSI. Given a partial state assignment $x_p$ represented by some particle $p$ in swarm $s$ and the set of personal state assignments $A_s = \{\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k\}$, we can construct a new set of state assignments $B_{s,p} = \{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\}$ by inserting $x_p$ into each state assignment $\alpha_i \in A_s$ as follows:

$$\forall \beta_i \in B_{s,p} \quad \beta_i = \{x_p\} \cup \alpha_i \setminus MB(X_s)$$

where $MB(X_s)$ consists of the state assignments for the Markov blanket of node $X_s$ within $\alpha_i$. We use $B_{s,p}$ to calculate the fitness of each particle,

$$f(p) = \sum_{\beta_i \in B_{s,p}} L(\beta_i)$$

This function defines the fitness of particle $p$ in a swarm $s$ as the sum of the log likelihoods of the assignments in $\alpha_s$ when the state assignments encoded in $p$ are substituted into $\alpha_s$. Algorithm 4.4 shows the pseudocode for DOSI.
As with OSI, a competition is held between overlapping the swarms at the end of each iteration of the algorithm. For each node, its associated swarm holds a competition between the states learned by all swarms that optimize over the node. We call this swarm the arbiter swarm. During this competition, the state resulting in the highest log likelihood, is selected for inclusion in the arbiter swarm’s set of personal state assignments. After performing competition, the state values selected by the arbiter swarm are propagated to the other swarms in the algorithm. This competition and sharing procedure is shown in Algorithm 4.5.

Unlike OSI, once a node’s state has been selected by the competition function, only the swarm associated with the node is seeded with the new state. This is done to reduce communication overhead. State assignments are shared using the ShareStates function described by Algorithm 4.6. To share state assignments, each swarm keeps track of a variable $\delta_n$ for each node $n$. These variables indicate the minimum distance between the swarm’s node and $n$ in the moralized graph of the Bayesian network (the graph obtained by connecting all unconnected nodes that have a common child).

For example, a value of zero for $\delta_n$ indicates that $n$ is the swarm’s corresponding node while a value of one for $\delta_n$ indicates that the swarm’s node is in the Markov blanket of $n$. Values for $\delta_n$ are set initially to infinity for all nodes other than the node assigned to that swarm. Values for $\delta_n$ are set to 0 for the node assigned to the swarm. At each iteration of the communication the tentative distances between each pair of nodes are updated. A swarm $s_j$ will communicate its value for a node $n$ to another swarm $s_i$ if $s_i.\delta_n > s_j.\delta_n$. This is done because nodes that have a smaller value for $\delta_n$ are closer to $n$. At each iteration, a swarm $s$ will communicate, with their neighbors, the state values learned by $s$, and the state values received by other swarms that have communicated with $s$ in the past. Thus, if a swarm $s_i$ is a neighbor of swarm $s_j$, then $s_i$ will receive the learned states from $s_j$ in a single iteration, but if
$s_i$ is a distance of two from $s_j$, then it will receive the learned states from $s_j$ after two iterations. So, swarms whose nodes are closer to the node $n$ will have a more current value for the state of $n$. This communication mechanism ensures that DOSI will reach consensus with respect to the values for $\delta_n$ and the assigned values for a given state. This means that, if the communication mechanism runs for enough iterations, then all swarms will agree on the values for $\delta_n$ and the assigned states for every node $n$.

A proof of DOSI consensus for connected nodes follows. This proof ties the number of iterations required for consensus between two nodes to the distance between the nodes in the moralized graph of the Bayesian network. Note that, in the moralized graph $G$ of some Bayesian network $B$, an edge is added between all unconnected parents that share a child. As a result, all nodes in the moralized graph will have an edge connecting them to their children’s parents. This means that, for each node $X$ in the moralized graph, an edge will be present between $X$ and every node in MB($X$). As a result, if ShareStates($X, Y$) is called from Algorithm 4.5, then an edge must exist between nodes $X$ and $Y$ in the moralized graph of the Bayesian network. Therefore, if $d(X, Y) = 1$, then $X \in \text{MB}(Y)$ and during the each iteration, ShareStates($Y, X$) will be called. This concept if formalized in Lemma 1.
Algorithm 4.4 Distributed Overlapping Swarm Intelligence

Procedure DOSI-Infer

\[ G \] // A Bayesian network
\[ E \] // Evidence variables
\[ X \] // Set of all variables in the network

1: Sample \( A \) using forward sampling
2: Initialize particles in each swarm
3: for each swarm \( s \) do
4: Create an empty list of assignments \( A_s \)
5: Add \( k \) most probable assignments in \( A \) to \( A_s \)
6: end for
7: repeat
8: for each swarm \( s \) do
9: for each particle, \( p \in s \) do
10: Construct \( B_p \)
11: Add \( B_p \) to \( A_s \)
12: Calculate particle fitness \( f(p) \)
13: if \( f(p) > p's \) personal best fitness then
14: Update \( p's \) personal best position and fitness
15: end if
16: if \( f(p) > \) the global best fitness then
17: Update global best position and fitness for \( s \)
18: end if
19: Update \( p's \) velocity and position
20: end for
21: \( A_s \leftarrow k \) most probable assignments in \( A_s \)
22: end for
23: CompeteAndShare(\( X \))
24: until termination criterion is met
Algorithm 4.5 Compete and Share

Procedure CompeteAndShare(
    X // set of nodes
)
1: for each node $n \in X$ do
2:     Let $s$ be the swarm associated with $n$
3:     for each state assignment $\alpha \in A_s$ do
4:         Let $S$ be all swarms $s$ where $n \in MB(X_s)$
5:         Let $v_n$ be the state of $n$ in $A$
6:         $v_n \leftarrow \text{Compete}(S, n, \alpha)$
7:         $\text{SeedSwarm}(s, v_n)$
8:  end for
9: for $i = 0$ to $C$ do
10:     for each swarm $s_i$ do
11:         for each swarm $s_j \in MB(X_{s_i})$ do
12:             $\text{ShareStates}(s_i, s_j)$
13:         end for
14:     end for
15: end for

Algorithm 4.6 Share States

Procedure ShareStates(
    $s_i$ // First swarm
    $s_j$ // Second swarm
)
1: Let $A_i$ and $A_j$ be the set of personal state assignments of $s_i$ and $s_j$ respectively
2: for each node $n$ do
3:     if $s_i.\delta_n > s_j.\delta_n$ then
4:         $s_i.\delta_n \leftarrow s_j.\delta_n + 1$
5:     for $m = 0$ to $k$ do
6:         Let $\alpha_i$ be the $m^{th}$ assignment in $A_{s_i}$
7:         Let $\alpha_j$ be the $m^{th}$ assignment in $A_{s_j}$
8:         Insert $\alpha_j$’s value for $n$ into $\alpha_i$
9:     end for
10: end if
11: end for
Lemma 1. [Moralization and Markov Blankets] Let $X$ and $Y$ be two nodes in some Bayesian network $B = (V_B, E_B)$, and let $G = (V_G, E_G)$ be the moralized graph of the Bayesian network $B$, where $V_G$ is the set of nodes in $G$ and $E_G$ is the set of edges. We prove by contradiction that

$$(X, Y) \in E_G \rightarrow X \in MB(Y) \tag{4.1}$$

Proof. Assume that 4.1 is false. Then there exists an edge $(X, Y) \in E_G$ such that $X \notin MB(Y)$. If $(X, Y) \in E_G$, then either $(X, Y) \in E_B$ or the edge $(X, Y)$ was added to $E_G$ during moralization.

If $(X, Y) \in E_B$, then either $Y \in Pa(X)$ or $X \in Pa(Y)$. This implies, by the definition of the Markov blanket, that $X \in MB(Y)$.

Alternatively, if the edge $(X, Y)$ was added to $E_G$ during moralization then, by the definition of moralization, there exists some node $Z$ such that $X \in Pa(Z)$ and $Y \in Pa(Z)$. This implies that $X$ is $Y$’s children’s parent. Therefore, by the definition of the Markov blanket, $X \in MB(Y)$.

Thus, either $(X, Y) \in E_B$, implying that $X \in MB(Y)$, or the edge $(X, Y)$ was added to $E_G$ during moralization, also implying that $X \in MB(Y)$. Therefore $X \in MB(Y)$ and $X \notin MB(Y)$, a contradiction.

Conclusion: By the principle of contradiction, 4.2 is true. □

Theorem 1 (DOSI Consensus). Let $X$ and $Y$ be two nodes in some Bayesian network $B = (V_B, E_B)$ where $V_B$ is the set of nodes in $B$ and $E_B$ is the set of edges. Let $C(X, Y)$ be the number of sharing iterations required (the loop on line 10 of Algorithm 4.5) for $X$ and $Y$ to have reached consensus with respect to the state of node $X$. We prove by induction that

$$C(X, Y) = d(X, Y) \tag{4.2}$$
where $d(X,Y)$ is the minimum distance between $X$ and $Y$ in the moralized graph $G = (V_G, E_G)$ of the Bayesian network $B$.

Proof. Base case: Let $i$ be the number of elapsed sharing iterations. Suppose $d(X,Y) = 1$. When $i = 0$, $X.\delta_X = 0$ and $Y.\delta_X = \infty$. Since $d(X,Y) = 1$, we know that $(X,Y) \in E_G$. By Lemma 1, this implies that $X \in \text{MB}(Y)$. Thus, during the first iteration, ShareStates($Y,X$) will be called. Because $Y.\delta_X > X.\delta_X$ when $i = 0$, $Y.\delta_X \leftarrow X.\delta_X + 1 = 0 + 1 = 1$. Also, the state assignments for node $X$ in $A_Y$ will be identical to the state assignments for node $X$ in $A_X$. Therefore consensus will be reached when $i = 1$ in this case. Thus $C(X,Y) = 1 = d(X,Y)$.

Induction step: The inductive hypothesis is that $C(X,Y) = d(X,Y)$ holds for $d = k$. Suppose $d(X,Z) = k + 1$. Then there must exist some node $Y$ such that $(Y,Z) \in E_G$ and a path with length $d(X,Z) = k + 1$ which passes through $Y$. Therefore, there must exist a path between $X$ and $Y$ such that $d(X,Y) = k$. Based on the inductive hypothesis, once $i = k$ consensus will be reached between $X$ and $Y$ with respect to the state of node $X$.

When $i = k + 1$, $Y.\delta_X = k$ and $Z.\delta_X = \infty$. By Lemma 1, we know that, since $(Y,Z) \in E_G$, the MB of $Y$ must include $Z$. Thus, when $i = k + 1$, ShareStates($Z,Y$) will be called. Because $Z.\delta_X > Y.\delta_X$, $Z.\delta_X \leftarrow Y.\delta_X + 1 = k + 1$. Additionally, the state assignments for node $X$ in $A_Z$ will become identical to the state assignments for node $X$ in $A_X$. Therefore consensus will be reached after $i = k + 1$ in this case. Thus $C(X,Y) = k + 1 = d(X,Y)$.

Conclusion: By the principle of induction, 4.2 is true for all $d(X,Y) \in \mathbb{N}$. \hfill \Box

An example of several iterations of the communication portion of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2. Here the most probable state assignment for $F$ in each personal state assignment is shown along with each swarm’s value for $\delta_F$ at the beginning of
each iteration. In this example the swarm associated with node $F$ has determined through competition that the best state assignment for $F$ is 1. Prior to the first iteration of communication $\delta_F = 0$ for the swarm associated with $F$ while $\delta_F = \infty$ in all other swarms. After the first iteration

$$D.\delta_F = F.\delta_F + 1 = 1$$
since $D.\delta_F = \infty > 0 = F.\delta_F$. When $D$ updates its value for $\delta_F$, it receives the most probable state assignment, $F = 1$, from the swarm associated with $F$. During the second iteration of communication $D$ will share states with nodes $B$, $C$, and $E$. Once the second iteration is complete nodes $B$, $C$, and $E$ have all set $F = 1$ in their personal state assignment and $B$, $C$, and $E$ have all set

$$\delta_F = D.\delta_F + 1 = 2$$

During the third iteration, node $B$ will share states with node $A$. Since $A.\delta_F = \infty > 2 = B.\delta_F$ the swarm associated with $A$ will update its value for $\delta_F$ such that

$$A.\delta_F = B.\delta_F + 1 = 3$$

and $A$ will set $F = 1$ based on the state of $F$ in the personal state assignment for node $B$. Once the third iteration is complete, for any given node in the network, $\delta_F$ will contain the minimum distance between that node and $F$ in the moralized graph of the network and all nodes will agree upon a value for $F$. Once the personal state assignment for all swarms have identical state assignments for some variable, we say that the network has reached consensus with respect to that variable. In this example, after the third iteration of communication the swarms will reach consensus with respect to $F$. Eventually all tentative distances will be updated in this way so that they reflect the correct distances between the nodes.

This algorithm is similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm in that initially each node is assigned a tentative distance value for each $\delta_n$ (zero for our initial node and infinity for all other nodes) that is updated at each iteration through the communication mechanism. After each iteration, each node will update one of its $\delta$’s if and only if
one of its neighbors has a lower $\delta$ value for the same node. Because each node starts with a $\delta$ value of 0 for itself and $\infty$ for all others, the only $\delta$’s that will be updated are nodes that are within each other’s MBs; therefore, after the first iteration, all $\delta$’s will either be 0, 1, or $\infty$.

As this process is repeated, the $\delta$ will be increased by one for each node as the value is distributed throughout the network, which also corresponds to the distance from one node to another node in the moralized graph. Eventually, all of the nodes will have finite numbers for all $\delta$’s in a connected network. If some parts of the network are disjoint from others, then there will still exist some delta’s with values of $\infty$ for certain nodes. However, this does not present a significant problem. If two sub-networks are disjoint from one another, then the most probable state assignments for variables in one sub-network will be independent of the most probable state assignments in the other. This means that the most probable state assignments in one sub-network can be optimized without regard for the states assigned to variables in the other, so long as the two sub-networks are disjoint.

4.3 Experimental Design

For our first set of experiments, we compare our OSI and DOSI algorithms for full abductive inference to the following algorithms:

- SLS: Stochastic Local Search algorithm proposed in [63].
- NGA: Niching genetic algorithm proposed in [68].
- MBE: Mini bucket elimination algorithm proposed in [59].
- DMVPSO: Discrete multi-valued PSO algorithm proposed in [69].
Table 4.1: Properties of the test networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Arcs</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Ave. MB Size</th>
<th>Ave. States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2656</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1236</td>
<td>1453</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For these comparisons, we used the bipartite networks presented in Figure 4.3 [69] along with four additional Bayesian networks obtained from the Bayesian Network Repository [79]: Win95pts, Insurance, Hailfinder, and Hepar2. Win95pts and Hepar2 were chosen because they were the only large networks (60 - 100 nodes) in the bnlearn repository. Such large networks were desirable to validate our hypothesis that OSI and DOSI would excel when learning state assignments for larger networks. Insurance and Hailfinder were chosen because they are real-world networks that have been validated in published literature [80, 81]. The properties for all networks are shown in Table 4.1. For all networks each leaf node in the network was chosen as evidence with a 50% probability. The state of each evidence variable was chosen uniformly at random.

For each network, experiments were performed with different values of $k$: $k = 2, 4, 6, 8$. We did not examine the performance of OSI when $k = 1$ because the performance of our algorithms in this case will likely be similar to the performance when optimizing over multiple explanations. For all of the algorithms, initial populations were generated using forward sampling. In every experiment, the number of particles in each swarm was set to 20 and $\sigma$ was set to 0.2. We chose a population size of 20 because we found that this resulted in good performance during preliminary evaluation of the algorithms. For the swarm-based algorithms $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ were set to
1.49618, while $\omega$ was set to 0.7298. Eberhart and Shi empirically determined that these are good parameter choices for $\omega$, $\phi_1$, and $\phi_2$ [82]. The value for $\sigma$ was taken from [69] to ensure consistency of results. For the genetic algorithms, the population size was set to 20 to match the number of particles in each swarm. All algorithms were run until convergence. We determined that an algorithm had converged if the best solution found by the algorithm did not improve for 10 iterations. The sums of the log likelihoods for the $k$ most fit solutions found in each run were averaged over ten runs of each algorithm. We compared the results using a paired t-test with a confidence interval of 95% to evaluate significance. In addition to log likelihood,
we also measured the number of fitness evaluations required by each algorithm for a comparison of computational complexity.

For networks A, B, and C, the MBE algorithm is used to compute the exact solution for the full abductive inference problem. For all other networks, MBE is used to find an approximate solution with parameters $m$ and $i$ set to 2 and 3, respectively, since the networks are too large for exact inference.

For our second set of experiments we performed a lesion study [83] by implementing two alternative versions of DOSI. In the first implementation (DOSI-Comm), the competition mechanism was disabled, while in the second implementation (DOSI-Comp), the communication mechanism was disabled. We compared these alternative implementations to DOSI to validate our hypothesis that both the competition and communication of DOSI improve the algorithm’s performance in terms of average log likelihood of solutions found. All other parameters and design decisions were the same as the first set of experiments.

For the final set of experiments we compared the performance of various swarm architectures. In the first architecture (Markov), a swarm learns the state assignments for the Markov blanket of its corresponding node. In the second architecture (Clique), a swarm was assigned to each clique in the network’s corresponding clique tree and each swarm learned the state assignments for all nodes in its associated clique. In the third architecture (Parent), a swarm was assigned to each node and each swarm learned the state assignments for the parents of its corresponding node. For the final architecture (Random), a swarm was assigned to each node and each swarm learned the state assignments for a randomly selected set of other nodes. For these experiments, we set $k = 1$, no evidence was set, and the log-likelihood of each architecture was averaged over 30 runs.
We have four hypotheses relating to the experiments presented here. First, we hypothesize that OSI and DOSI will outperform the competing approaches for most experiments. Second, we hypothesize that OSI and DOSI tie statistically for best on most of the network presented here. Third, we hypothesize that removing the competition or communication mechanism from DOSI will cause a drop in performance for some of the experiments. Finally, we hypothesize that the Markov blanket overlap architecture will provide the best performance for most networks, and will never be outperformed by the other architectures.

4.4 Comparison Against Existing Algorithms

Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 show the average sum of the log likelihoods for each algorithm and each value of $k$. Bold values indicate that the corresponding algorithm’s performance is statistically significantly better than all other algorithms for the network given the corresponding value for $k$. Algorithms that tie statistically for best are bolded. Table 4.2 shows the average sum of the log likelihoods for the population based algorithms while Table 4.4 shows the average sum of the log likelihoods for MBE and SLS. Table 4.3 compares the average sum of the log likelihoods for OSI and DOSI.

For all networks containing more than 15 nodes we observe that, based on the paired t-tests on log likelihood, the OSI algorithm outperforms all other approximate algorithms, and DOSI is never outperformed by any approximate algorithms other than OSI. For Network A, all population based algorithms tie statistically when $k$ is set to 2, OSI, DOSI, and DMVPSO tie statistically when $k$ is set to 2 and 6, and OSI outperforms all other approximate algorithms when $k$ is set to 8. For Network B, OSI, DOSI, and DMVPSO tie statistically when $k$ is set equal to 4 while OSI and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>OSI</th>
<th>NGA</th>
<th>GA-Pull</th>
<th>DMVPSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-14.06 ± 0.51</td>
<td>-12.84 ± 0.87</td>
<td>-13.95 ± 0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-35.05 ± 0.94</td>
<td>-34.82 ± 1.89</td>
<td>-38.95 ± 2.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-47.07 ± 2.77</td>
<td>-47.07 ± 3.77</td>
<td>-43.07 ± 2.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-64.52 ± 4.18</td>
<td>-64.52 ± 4.18</td>
<td>-59.03 ± 3.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-18.30 ± 0.56</td>
<td>-18.30 ± 0.56</td>
<td>-18.23 ± 0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-36.90 ± 1.14</td>
<td>-37.32 ± 1.49</td>
<td>-36.66 ± 0.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-57.18 ± 2.63</td>
<td>-58.63 ± 2.16</td>
<td>-57.40 ± 1.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-77.74 ± 2.84</td>
<td>-77.74 ± 2.84</td>
<td>-76.05 ± 2.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-17.61 ± 1.47</td>
<td>-17.61 ± 1.47</td>
<td>-17.08 ± 1.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-36.82 ± 1.73</td>
<td>-36.82 ± 1.73</td>
<td>-35.05 ± 1.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-57.46 ± 1.69</td>
<td>-57.46 ± 1.69</td>
<td>-55.77 ± 2.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-74.67 ± 2.77</td>
<td>-74.67 ± 2.77</td>
<td>-74.67 ± 2.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-242.06 ± 545.94</td>
<td>-2866.92 ± 755.73</td>
<td>-941.05 ± 1236.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5615.89 ± 2510.70</td>
<td>-1062.27 ± 2810.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-9314.64 ± 2208.09</td>
<td>-3559.00 ± 3559.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1324.03 ± 4066.10</td>
<td>-5947.95 ± 5681.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-34.55 ± 2.99</td>
<td>-34.55 ± 2.99</td>
<td>-31.85 ± 2.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-73.66 ± 7.87</td>
<td>-73.66 ± 7.87</td>
<td>-79.56 ± 8.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-133.65 ± 26.96</td>
<td>-133.65 ± 26.96</td>
<td>-132.08 ± 15.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-179.64 ± 25.23</td>
<td>-179.64 ± 25.23</td>
<td>-170.20 ± 24.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-176.20 ± 234.93</td>
<td>-102.08 ± 5.72</td>
<td>-247.79 ± 313.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-355.61 ± 314.29</td>
<td>-502.07 ± 931.43</td>
<td>-425.46 ± 500.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1201.99 ± 1001.34</td>
<td>-1069.50 ± 983.59</td>
<td>-1795.57 ± 1270.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-2282.79 ± 1061.93</td>
<td>-3986.79 ± 983.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-79.40 ± 2.10</td>
<td>-80.79 ± 2.82</td>
<td>-72.92 ± 2.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-161.64 ± 4.02</td>
<td>-161.64 ± 4.02</td>
<td>-146.78 ± 7.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-253.03 ± 7.61</td>
<td>-253.03 ± 7.61</td>
<td>-217.70 ± 10.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-471.40 ± 7.42</td>
<td>-471.40 ± 7.42</td>
<td>-440.27 ± 11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Comparison against population based approaches

DOSI tie statistically for best when $k$ is set equal to 2. OSI outperforms all other approximate algorithms when $k$ is set to 6 and 8. For Network C, all population based algorithms tie statistically for best when $k$ is set equal to 2, 4, and 6. OSI outperforms all other approximate algorithms when $k$ is set to 8. For networks A, B, and C, the average sum of the log likelihoods for OSI differs from the exact solution by at most 0.4 while, for DOSI, the average sum of the log likelihoods differs from the exact solution by at most 3.11. For Win95pts, OSI and DOSI tie statistically for best when $k$ is set equal to 2, 4, and 6. For Insurance, OSI and DOSI tie statistically for
### Table 4.3: Comparison of OSI and DOSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>OSI</th>
<th>DOSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$13.64 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>-$13.85 \pm 0.58$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$27.31 \pm 0.10$</td>
<td>-$27.81 \pm 0.70$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$40.92 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>-$41.82 \pm 2.51$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$54.56 \pm 0.03$</td>
<td>-$55.27 \pm 0.45$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$17.12 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td>-$17.20 \pm 0.16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$34.62 \pm 0.14$</td>
<td>-$35.59 \pm 1.45$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$51.87 \pm 0.24$</td>
<td>-$52.66 \pm 0.64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$69.26 \pm 0.32$</td>
<td>-$71.97 \pm 2.19$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$16.05 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>-$16.71 \pm 0.96$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$32.09 \pm 0.05$</td>
<td>-$34.58 \pm 4.24$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$48.18 \pm 0.11$</td>
<td>-$50.74 \pm 2.15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$64.28 \pm 0.19$</td>
<td>-$67.08 \pm 2.59$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$32.27 \pm 5.59$</td>
<td>-$40.60 \pm 10.96$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$57.10 \pm 3.85$</td>
<td>-$125.07 \pm 98.46$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$90.21 \pm 13.53$</td>
<td>-$350.87 \pm 368.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$124.78 \pm 20.97$</td>
<td>-$520.60 \pm 517.70$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$24.63 \pm 2.29$</td>
<td>-$26.77 \pm 4.14$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$48.85 \pm 3.04$</td>
<td>-$54.05 \pm 6.08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$74.02 \pm 9.14$</td>
<td>-$83.40 \pm 9.83$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$100.25 \pm 7.25$</td>
<td>-$102.37 \pm 12.98$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$69.51 \pm 2.19$</td>
<td>-$86.74 \pm 8.72$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$142.31 \pm 3.85$</td>
<td>-$183.56 \pm 16.64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$210.29 \pm 6.16$</td>
<td>-$260.12 \pm 20.88$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$278.88 \pm 9.34$</td>
<td>-$357.30 \pm 30.19$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-$66.54 \pm 0.00$</td>
<td>-$67.28 \pm 1.44$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-$134.19 \pm 1.85$</td>
<td>-$136.34 \pm 2.64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-$199.84 \pm 0.67$</td>
<td>-$205.37 \pm 5.68$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-$405.12 \pm 3.75$</td>
<td>-$409.87 \pm 6.13$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Best for all $a$ values of $k$. For Hepar2, OSI and DOSI tie statistically for best when $k$ is set equal to 2, 4, and 8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>OSI</th>
<th>SLS</th>
<th>MBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-13.64 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-19.40 ± 2.58</td>
<td>-13.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-27.31 ± 0.10</td>
<td>-38.40 ± 4.12</td>
<td>-27.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-40.92 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-59.20 ± 3.69</td>
<td>-40.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-54.56 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-82.01 ± 8.47</td>
<td>-54.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-17.12 ± 0.07</td>
<td>-24.65 ± 5.47</td>
<td>-16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-34.62 ± 0.14</td>
<td>-48.90 ± 4.48</td>
<td>-34.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-51.87 ± 0.24</td>
<td>-72.73 ± 8.01</td>
<td>-51.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-69.26 ± 0.32</td>
<td>-93.71 ± 5.15</td>
<td>-68.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-16.05 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-23.67 ± 4.68</td>
<td>-16.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-32.09 ± 0.05</td>
<td>-50.11 ± 5.89</td>
<td>-32.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-48.18 ± 0.11</td>
<td>-71.88 ± 6.51</td>
<td>-48.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64.28 ± 0.19</td>
<td>-98.24 ± 8.31</td>
<td>-64.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-32.27 ± 5.59</td>
<td>-3529.16 ± 1215.55</td>
<td>-2992.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-57.10 ± 3.85</td>
<td>-8469.61 ± 2217.93</td>
<td>-5991.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-90.21 ± 13.53</td>
<td>-11412.51 ± 1872.39</td>
<td>-8996.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-124.78 ± 20.97</td>
<td>-14708.08 ± 1830.15</td>
<td>-12006.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-24.63 ± 2.29</td>
<td>-1004.74 ± 992.53</td>
<td>-39.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-48.85 ± 3.04</td>
<td>-2097.83 ± 1558.87</td>
<td>-83.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-74.02 ± 9.14</td>
<td>-3778.13 ± 1181.34</td>
<td>-125.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-100.25 ± 7.25</td>
<td>-4797.66 ± 1964.59</td>
<td>-170.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-69.51 ± 2.19</td>
<td>-2121.23 ± 1648.51</td>
<td>-90.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-142.31 ± 3.85</td>
<td>-6175.14 ± 2845.54</td>
<td>-186.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-210.29 ± 6.16</td>
<td>-9255.36 ± 3385.27</td>
<td>-274.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-278.88 ± 9.34</td>
<td>-10032.40 ± 1965.23</td>
<td>-368.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-66.54 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-88.42 ± 9.07</td>
<td>-72.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-134.19 ± 1.85</td>
<td>-177.58 ± 9.46</td>
<td>-148.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-199.84 ± 0.67</td>
<td>-266.16 ± 9.42</td>
<td>-233.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-405.12 ± 3.75</td>
<td>-460.57 ± 25.72</td>
<td>-472.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5: Comparison against modifications of DOSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>DOSI</th>
<th>DOSI-Comp</th>
<th>DOSI-Comm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-13.15 ± 0.32</td>
<td>-13.25 ± 0.46</td>
<td>-13.14 ± 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-26.09 ± 0.39</td>
<td>-27.07 ± 2.35</td>
<td>-26.49 ± 0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-39.29 ± 0.36</td>
<td>-40.33 ± 1.44</td>
<td>-40.45 ± 1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-52.81 ± 1.30</td>
<td>-53.96 ± 1.67</td>
<td>-56.17 ± 4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-15.96 ± 0.65</td>
<td>-16.27 ± 0.67</td>
<td>-17.41 ± 2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-33.60 ± 2.02</td>
<td>-33.58 ± 2.87</td>
<td>-33.18 ± 1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-52.24 ± 2.26</td>
<td>-53.85 ± 5.13</td>
<td>-52.86 ± 4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-68.62 ± 3.62</td>
<td>-69.36 ± 6.28</td>
<td>-75.20 ± 3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-17.33 ± 0.25</td>
<td>-17.23 ± 0.33</td>
<td>-17.83 ± 1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-34.67 ± 0.62</td>
<td>-36.07 ± 3.76</td>
<td>-34.91 ± 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-52.71 ± 0.78</td>
<td>-53.62 ± 2.64</td>
<td>-53.90 ± 1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>69.88 ± 1.20</td>
<td>-71.20 ± 2.67</td>
<td>-74.25 ± 2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-65.64 ± 13.68</td>
<td>-211.43 ± 469.26</td>
<td>-207.70 ± 471.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-125.68 ± 13.49</td>
<td>-406.57 ± 614.37</td>
<td>-407.70 ± 614.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-564.42 ± 384.45</td>
<td>-1027.76 ± 1440.54</td>
<td>-6289.36 ± 1197.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1258.92 ± 367.16</td>
<td>-1395.12 ± 1016.51</td>
<td>-7915.30 ± 1678.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-36.20 ± 3.49</td>
<td>-37.13 ± 4.56</td>
<td>-39.07 ± 3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-70.11 ± 5.83</td>
<td>-82.21 ± 9.90</td>
<td>-91.77 ± 10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-105.18 ± 14.81</td>
<td>-117.19 ± 14.62</td>
<td>-427.69 ± 371.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-142.77 ± 15.25</td>
<td>-163.98 ± 11.54</td>
<td>-722.26 ± 773.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-83.50 ± 5.13</td>
<td>-87.98 ± 6.71</td>
<td>-85.27 ± 4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-159.91 ± 8.63</td>
<td>-242.77 ± 106.83</td>
<td>-157.78 ± 9.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-274.13 ± 15.38</td>
<td>-277.02 ± 23.71</td>
<td>-762.74 ± 662.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-350.56 ± 28.82</td>
<td>-379.61 ± 29.37</td>
<td>-1111.45 ± 1054.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-78.70 ± 0.32</td>
<td>-79.19 ± 0.48</td>
<td>-80.94 ± 1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-157.60 ± 0.65</td>
<td>-158.91 ± 1.64</td>
<td>-161.76 ± 1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-233.77 ± 1.67</td>
<td>-236.04 ± 2.36</td>
<td>-252.35 ± 5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-232.18 ± 2.48</td>
<td>-234.58 ± 4.12</td>
<td>-239.96 ± 5.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3 indicates that, for Network A, OSI and DOSI tie with exact inference when \( k \) is set to 2, 4, and 6, and OSI ties with exact inference when \( k \) is set to 8. For Network B, while the results of our algorithms are close to those of exact inference, both OSI and DOSI are outperformed by exact inference. For Network C, OSI and DOSI tie with exact inference when \( k \) is set to 2, 4, and 6. For all other networks, both OSI and DOSI outperform MBE and SLS.

4.5 Comparison Against Modifications of DOSI

The results of the comparison between DOSI-Comm and DOSI-Comp are shown in Table 4.5. For all networks, DOSI performs either equivalently or better than DOSI-Comp and DOSI-Comm. For Network A, all algorithms tie statistically when \( k \) is set to 2, 4, and 8. For Network B, all algorithms tie statistically when \( k \) is set to 4 and 6 while DOSI and DOSI-Comm tie statistically when \( k \) is set to 2 and 8. For Network C, all algorithms tie statistically for best when \( k \) is set equal to 2 and 4 while DOSI and DOSI-Comm tie statistically when \( k \) is set to 6 and 8. OSI outperforms all other approximate algorithms when \( k \) is set to 8. For Win95pts, DOSI and DOSI-Comm tie statistically for best for all values of \( k \). For Insurance, DOSI and DOSI-Comm tie statistically for best when \( k \) is set to 2. For Hailfinder, DOSI and DOSI-Comp tie statistically for best when \( k \) is set to 2 and 4 while DOSI and DOSI-Comm tie statistically for best when \( k \) is set to 6. For Hepar2, DOSI and DOSI-Comm tie statistically for best when \( k \) is set equal to 8.

4.6 Comparison of Overlap Structures

The results for our comparison of the various overlap structures is presented in Table 4.6. For all networks, the Markov blanket architecture performs either equiva-
Table 4.6: OSI results for different sub-swarm architectures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Markov</th>
<th>Clique</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>-11.79 ± 1.37</td>
<td>-12.44 ± 1.63</td>
<td>-12.44 ± 1.53</td>
<td>-13.27 ± 1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95</td>
<td>-7.54 ± 2.08</td>
<td>-8.64 ± 2.23</td>
<td>-7.51 ± 1.79</td>
<td>-8.96 ± 4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>-35.64 ± 1.92</td>
<td>-334.49 ± 368.11</td>
<td>-66.64 ± 147.1</td>
<td>-37.35 ± 1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>-16.37 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-17.77 ± 1.81</td>
<td>-17.49 ± 2.00</td>
<td>-25.31 ± 3.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

lently or better than the other architectures. For the Insurance network, the Markov blanket architecture ties statistically with both the Clique and Parents architecture. For the Win95 network, the Markov blanket architecture ties with the Parents architectures. For the Hailfinder network, the Markov blanket architecture ties with the Parents and Random architectures. For the Hepar2 network, the Markov blanket architecture outperforms all other architectures.
4.7 Discussion

The paired t-tests on the sum of the log likelihoods indicate that both OSI and DOSI performed better than the other approximate methods for nearly all values of $k$. These results show that our algorithms outperform the other methods for all networks containing more than 15 nodes. This indicates that both OSI and DOSI have an advantage when used to perform inference on more complex networks. These results support our hypothesis that OSI and DOSI would outperform competing approaches for most experiments. Since multiple swarms learn the state assignments for a single variable, our approach ensures greater exploration of the search space. Through competition, we ensure that the best variable state assignments found by the swarms are used in the final $k$ explanations.

The results shown in Table 4.5 indicate that, for all networks, DOSI performs either equivalently or better than the modified versions of DOSI and for all networks containing more than 15 nodes DOSI outperformed either one or both of these alternative implementations, again reinforcing the advantage of our approach in more complex networks. These results support our the hypothesis, that removing the competition or communication mechanism from DOSI would cause a drop in performance for some of the experiments.

The results in Table 4.6 indicate that, for all networks the Markov blanket architecture performs either equivalently or better than the other architectures. These results support the hypothesis that the performance of OSI is tied to the structure of the sub-swarms, and that the conditional dependencies between variables play an important role when selecting an optimal overlap structure. Specifically, these results indicate that the increased performance obtained by OSI and DOSI is due to the representation of each swarm being based on the Markov blankets and the corre-
sponding communication and competition that occurs between overlapping swarms. Recall that each variable $X_i$ is conditionally independent of all other variables in the network given its Markov blanket. By assigning each node’s swarm to a Markov blanket we ensure that the swarm learns the state assignments for all variables upon which that node may depend.

The results in Table 4.2 and 4.4 also indicate that the OSI algorithm outperforms DOSI for many experiments. We believe that this is due to the communication delay that results from DOSI being truly distributed. Because the DOSI algorithm requires several iterations of the communication procedure for the swarms to reach consensus with respect to the $k$ most probable state assignments for each variable, the fitness evaluations of a particle may be inaccurate prior to reaching consensus. If consensus has not been reached, then some swarms will not have received updated state assignments from swarms outside of its Markov blanket, so the fitness evaluations performed in this swarm will rely on an outdated set of state assignments.

While OSI and DOSI appear to outperform the other methods in terms of the log likelihoods of solutions found, these algorithms require many more fitness evaluations than the other approaches. Figure 4.4 indicates that, while the number of nodes in the network has little effect on the number of fitness evaluations required by the competing algorithms, the number of fitness evaluations required by the OSI and DOSI algorithms is higher for networks with a large number of nodes. This is because our algorithms create a separate swarm for each of the nodes in the network, causing the number of swarms and the number of fitness evaluations to increase with the number of nodes.
CHAPTER 5

PARTIAL ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE IN BAYESIAN NETWORKS

While the goal of full abductive inference is to find the most probable states for all variables in the network, the goal of partial abductive inference is to find the most probable states for a subset of the variables in the network. This kind of inference is useful when only a small number of variables are of interest. Unfortunately, partial abductive inference is an even more difficult problem than full abductive inference, since inference must be performed to even evaluate a candidate solution to the problem.

To demonstrate the validity of applying OSI to problem of partial abductive inference we developed both distributed and centralized OSI-based algorithms for partial abductive inference and we compared our algorithms to existing approaches.

5.1 Partial Abductive Inference via OSI

Like the full abductive inference algorithm, our approach to partial abductive inference uses the DMVPSO algorithm [44] and is based on the OSI methodologies described in [15] and [53]. With this method, we assign a swarm to each node in the explanation set and a swarm to each node in the explanation node’s Markov blanket.

Similar to full abductive inference, a global set of state assignments $A$ is maintained across all swarms and is used for inter-swarm communication. Each particle’s object parameters contain only state assignments for variables in the explanation set. Thus each particle represents a partial state assignment for the explanation set. The quality of each state assignment $x_E$ for the explanation set is determined by the log
likelihood of that assignment given the evidence $x_O$ as shown below:

$$L(x_E) = \log(P(x_E|x_O)) = \log \left( \sum_{x_R} P(x_E, x_R|x_O) \right)$$

This calculation can be computationally expensive, since it requires inference to be performed over the network. Because the problem of performing inference is NP-Hard, we use the likelihood weighting algorithm to evaluate the quality of a state assignment [84]. We chose likelihood weighting because its parameters can be set such that it provides a bound on error with some probability, but other inference methods could be used here, including exact methods such as Variable Elimination. In likelihood weighting, each sample $s$ generated is associated with a weight value $w_s$, which is set to the product of the probability of the evidence variables given the states assigned to their parents in the sample:

$$w_s = \prod_{x \in x_O} P(x|Pa(x))$$

Our algorithm begins by generating $m$ samples using likelihood weighting given $x_O$ as evidence. These samples are used to compute the approximate log likelihood (denoted $L_a$):

$$L_a(x_E) = \log \left( \sum_{s \in M} \frac{W(x_E, s)}{w_s} \right)$$

where $M$ is the set of samples generated by likelihood weighting, $w_s$ is the weight of sample $s$, and $W(B_p, s)$ is defined as,

$$W(x_E, s) = \begin{cases} w_s & x_E \in s \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$
As with OSI for full abductive inference, fitness evaluation requires that a set of state assignments \( B_p = \{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\} \) be constructed using the state of the particle \( p \) and the set of global state assignments \( A \). The process of constructing \( B_p \) is identical to the process used in OSI for full abductive inference. We use \( B_p \) to calculate the fitness of each particle,

\[
f(p) = \sum_{\beta_i \in B_p} L_\alpha(\beta_i)
\]

Thus the fitness of particle \( p \) is the sum of the approximate log likelihoods of the assignments in \( A \) when the value assignments encoded in \( B_p \) are substituted into \( A \).

After each iteration of the algorithm, swarms that share a node in the network compete to determine which state is assigned to the node in each assignment \( \alpha_m \in A \). This process is the same as for abductive inference and is shown in Algorithm 4.2.

5.1.1 Computational Complexity

We first describe the computational complexity of OSI and show which step has the most computational burden in the algorithm. To do so, we break down each step in the algorithm.

- **Fitness Evaluation**— First, we determine the complexity of evaluating the fitness of an individual particle. Let \( F \) be the computational complexity specific to the fitness function used to evaluate each particle. During fitness evaluation we compute the log likelihood for \( k \) candidate explanations, where giving a total fitness function complexity of \( O(kF) \).

- **Optimization Algorithm**— Next, we determine the complexity of the underlying PSO algorithm. We assume that the algorithm has \( q = |P| \) individuals, where \( P \) is the set of all the individuals in the population. During each iteration,
an individual, learning the state assignment for $n$ variables in the worst case, has its position and fitness updated. These two steps are done sequentially, with updating the position having a complexity of $O(n)$ and while evaluating the fitness is $O(kF)$. This is done $q$ times, once for for each individual; therefore, assuming the algorithm performs $e$ iterations, the total complexity is $O(kFeq)$.

To complete our analysis of the complexity of OSI, we next show the complexity of the two main parts of OSI: solve and competition

- **Solve**– The solve step in OSI involves iterating over the set of subpopulations $S$ and having each one optimize over its variables. Using the complexity from above for optimization algorithms, each subpopulation has a complexity of $O(kFeq)$. Since this is done $s = |S|$ times, the total complexity of this step is $O(skFeq)$.

- **Competition**– In OSI, the competition step is used to find the optimal set of values for the variables in $X$. This is done by iterating over all the variables and then comparing the fitness of the competing individuals. Note that there are $n$ variables. In the worst case, all swarms will overlap over every variable, resulting in $n$ competing subpopulations, while each fitness evaluation has a complexity of $O(kF)$. Therefore, the total complexity of the competition step in OSI is $O(n^2kF)$.

OSI iterates over the solve and competition steps $m$ times. Combining the steps above and multiplying times $m$ gives a complexity of

$$O(OSI) = O(m(skFeq + n^2kF))$$
In the algorithm presented above, a swarm is associated with each node in the network, therefore \( s = n \). Substituting this into the above equation, we now have

\[
O(\text{OSI}) = O(mskFeq + n^2kF)
\]

Based on these results, we can see that OSI will almost always be more computationally complex due to the \( n^2 \) factor caused by the competition phase. However, in practice, the worst case \( O(n^2kF) \) complexity of the competition phase will be rare, and will only occur when all variables in the network share a Markov blanket.

5.2 Partial Abductive Inference via DOSI

In this section we present our modification of the OSI algorithm for partial abductive inference that eliminates the need for a set of global state assignments to be maintained across all swarms. As with distributed full abductive inference, each swarm \( s \) maintains a set of the most probable personal state assignments found by that swarm, denoted as \( A_s \). The most probable assignments learned by each swarm are communicated to the other swarms and inserted into the swarm’s personal state assignment through a periodic communication mechanism. At each iteration of the algorithm, the swarm associated with a given node \( n \) will hold a competition between all swarms that share \( n \) to determine the most probable state assignment for \( n \).

The fitness calculation and the calculation of \( B_{s,p} \) for a given swarm \( s \) and particle \( p \) is identical to the calculation of \( B_{s,p} \) used in DOSI for full abductive inference. We
use $B_{s,p}$ to calculate the fitness of each particle as follows

$$f(p) = \sum_{\beta_i \in B_{s,p}} L_a(\beta_i)$$

Thus the fitness of particle $p$ in a swarm $s$ is the sum of the approximate log likelihoods of the assignments in $\alpha_s$ when the state assignments encoded in $p$ are substituted into $\alpha_s$.

The ShareStates method in this approach is identical to the ShareStates method described for full abductive inference via DOSI (Algorithm 4.6) except that only state assignments for nodes within the explanation set are shared. Similarly the competition between nodes remains the same as the competition used for full abductive inference (Algorithm 4.2) except that swarms only compete over nodes within the explanation set. These modifications, combined with the use of likelihood weighting for fitness evaluation, are the primary differences between this approach and full abductive inference via DOSI.

### 5.3 Experimental Design

We compare partial abductive inference via OSI and DOSI against four other partial abductive inference algorithms:

- **MBE**: Mini bucket elimination algorithm proposed in [59].
- **DMVPSo**: Discrete multi-valued PSO algorithm proposed in [69].
- **GA-Part**: Genetic algorithm for partial abductive inference proposed in [67].
- **SA**: Simulated annealing algorithm proposed in [62].
For these experiments, we modified DMVPSO proposed in [69] so that it can be used to perform partial abductive inference. As with OSI, our modified DMVPSO uses likelihood weighting to approximate the log likelihood for fitness evaluation. To compare these algorithms, we used the same networks as described in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1. Nodes were randomly selected for inclusion in the explanation set with a 25% probability.

For our experiments we ran each algorithm on each of the networks. We evaluated all algorithms with \(k\) set to 2, 4, 6, and 8 respectively. For all of the algorithms, initial populations were generated using a forward sampling process. In every experiment, the number of particles in each swarm was set to 20. For the genetic algorithms, the population size was set to 20. We ran all algorithms until convergence. We averaged the log likelihoods of the solutions found by the various algorithms over 10 runs and compared the solutions using a paired t-test to evaluate significance. For the t-test the confidence interval was 95%. We also measured the number of fitness evaluations performed by each of the algorithms to compare the computational complexity of each approach. We hypothesize that OSI and DOSI will outperform competing approaches in terms of log-likelihood for the more complex networks. Additionally, we hypothesize that the performance of DOSI will not significantly differ from that of OSI for most networks.

For networks A, B, and C, the MBE algorithm was used to compute the exact solution for the partial abductive inference problem. For all other networks MBE was used to find an approximate solution with parameters \(m\) and \(i\) set to 2 and 3 respectively.
In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 we show the average sum of the log likelihoods for each algorithm and each value of $k$. Bold values indicate that the corresponding algorithm's performance is statistically significantly better than the other algorithms for the network given the corresponding value for $k$. Values for algorithms that tie statistically for best are also bolded.

For all networks other than Network A, OSI and DOSI tie statistically with or outperform MBE. For Networks A, B, and C, both OSI and DOSI find the optimal solution for all values of $k$ with one exception. In Network A, when $k$ is set to 2 neither OSI or DOSI find the exact solution.

For Network A, OSI, DOSI, and DMVPSO tie statistically when $k$ is set to 2. Otherwise, OSI and DOSI have the best performance. For Network B, OSI, DMVPSO, and DOSI tie statistically for best for all values of $k$. For Network C, OSI, DMVPSO, and DOSI tie statistically when $k$ is set to 4 while OSI and DOSI have the best performance otherwise. For Win95pts, and Insurance both DOSI and OSI have the best performance for all values of $k$. For Hailfinder, OSI, DMVPSO, and DOSI tie statistically for best for all values of $k$. For Hepar2, OSI and DOSI tie statistically when $k$ is set to 2, 6, and 8. Otherwise, OSI has the best performance.

In Figure 5.1 we compare the number of fitness evaluations required by each of the algorithms with respect to the number of nodes in the network. We find a very similar performance trend to Figure 4.4 for similar reasons.
Table 5.1: Comparison with other approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>OSI</th>
<th>GA-Part</th>
<th>DMVPSO</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>MBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-7.70 ± 1.92</td>
<td>-3.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-7.70 ± 2.58</td>
<td>-2.91 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-8.39 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-14.59 ± 1.82</td>
<td>-8.92 ± 0.72</td>
<td>-11.86 ± 1.59</td>
<td>-8.39 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-13.95 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-21.89 ± 2.17</td>
<td>-14.62 ± 0.84</td>
<td>-21.24 ± 2.59</td>
<td>-13.95 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-23.57 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-24.95 ± 1.49</td>
<td>-25.57 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-25.01 ± 1.44</td>
<td>-23.57 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.87 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-4.87 ± 0.65</td>
<td>-2.87 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-4.84 ± 0.68</td>
<td>-2.87 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-7.55 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-9.83 ± 0.94</td>
<td>-7.55 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-9.10 ± 1.30</td>
<td>-7.55 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-12.40 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-14.33 ± 0.54</td>
<td>-12.40 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-14.38 ± 0.76</td>
<td>-12.40 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-18.22 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-18.83 ± 0.60</td>
<td>-18.22 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-18.85 ± 0.43</td>
<td>-18.22 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-5.17 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-7.26 ± 1.79</td>
<td>-5.17 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-8.01 ± 2.15</td>
<td>-5.17 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-11.47 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-15.77 ± 4.33</td>
<td>-11.47 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-18.51 ± 4.54</td>
<td>-11.47 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-18.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-24.40 ± 2.83</td>
<td>-18.41 ± 0.36</td>
<td>-37.80 ± 11.32</td>
<td>-18.20 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-25.15 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-33.29 ± 3.74</td>
<td>-26.32 ± 1.36</td>
<td>-58.56 ± 14.54</td>
<td>-25.15 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-5.29 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-9.96 ± 2.98</td>
<td>-5.62 ± 0.45</td>
<td>-601.36 ± 310.82</td>
<td>-753.65 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-12.45 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-20.23 ± 2.47</td>
<td>-13.26 ± 0.97</td>
<td>-1943.27 ± 381.27</td>
<td>-2952.21 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-20.48 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-32.14 ± 3.82</td>
<td>-21.89 ± 1.58</td>
<td>-3155.72 ± 468.31</td>
<td>-2961.54 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-28.69 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-43.14 ± 5.16</td>
<td>-32.22 ± 3.32</td>
<td>-4403.11 ± 886.28</td>
<td>-5004.43 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-6.47 ± 1.24</td>
<td>-1045.61 ± 380.91</td>
<td>-9.86 ± 2.19</td>
<td>-1341.29 ± 310.79</td>
<td>-22.52 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-13.05 ± 0.52</td>
<td>-2313.46 ± 811.32</td>
<td>-25.85 ± 17.83</td>
<td>-2535.85 ± 380.35</td>
<td>-42.75 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-20.29 ± 0.35</td>
<td>-3285.61 ± 864.35</td>
<td>-54.56 ± 760.88</td>
<td>-4318.95 ± 311.18</td>
<td>-62.97 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-27.88 ± 0.49</td>
<td>-3963.88 ± 855.26</td>
<td>-298.07 ± 346.66</td>
<td>-5659.35 ± 516.60</td>
<td>-87.79 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-14.49 ± 0.52</td>
<td>-607.45 ± 574.35</td>
<td>-14.65 ± 0.76</td>
<td>-972.83 ± 353.91</td>
<td>-1484.99 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-31.32 ± 2.39</td>
<td>-929.10 ± 821.42</td>
<td>-31.97 ± 4.24</td>
<td>-2464.16 ± 352.25</td>
<td>-2969.98 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-49.79 ± 6.23</td>
<td>-1456.29 ± 417.35</td>
<td>-47.66 ± 4.22</td>
<td>-4101.11 ± 381.97</td>
<td>-4454.96 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-72.93 ± 4.33</td>
<td>-1694.31 ± 968.11</td>
<td>-71.91 ± 3.14</td>
<td>-5441.21 ± 354.90</td>
<td>-5939.95 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-8.12 ± 0.42</td>
<td>-20.68 ± 1.57</td>
<td>-31.97 ± 0.93</td>
<td>-609.28 ± 308.44</td>
<td>-25.03 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-17.44 ± 0.76</td>
<td>-39.46 ± 4.09</td>
<td>-39.60 ± 2.01</td>
<td>-157.19 ± 11.44</td>
<td>-49.81 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-27.49 ± 1.03</td>
<td>-57.81 ± 5.53</td>
<td>-32.77 ± 2.07</td>
<td>-2112.15 ± 1336.86</td>
<td>-73.46 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-36.87 ± 1.34</td>
<td>-80.85 ± 7.33</td>
<td>-42.97 ± 2.18</td>
<td>-3754.73 ± 1094.14</td>
<td>-100.14 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Discussion

The paired t-tests on the sum of the probabilities indicate that OSI and DOSI performed either equal to or better than the other methods for most values of k on nearly all networks. While the OSI approach does not appear to have an advantage over DMVPSO when used on Hailfinder and Network B, we can see that it outperformed the other methods on all other networks for most values of k. We believe that our algorithms were not able to outperform DMVPSO approaches when used on Hailfinder because this network has many nodes with conditional probability distributions that are essentially uniform. This may have allowed DMVPSO to perform...
Table 5.2: Comparison with DOSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>OSI</th>
<th>DOSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-3.20 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-8.39 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-8.39 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-13.95 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-13.95 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-23.57 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-23.57 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.87 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-2.87 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-7.55 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-7.55 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-12.40 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-12.40 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-18.22 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-18.22 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-5.17 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-5.17 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-11.47 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-11.47 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-18.20 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-18.20 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-25.15 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-25.15 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95pts</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-5.29 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-5.29 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-12.45 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-12.45 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-20.48 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-20.48 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-28.69 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-28.69 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-6.47 ± 1.24</td>
<td>-6.68 ± 1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-13.05 ± 0.52</td>
<td>-13.60 ± 1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-20.29 ± 0.35</td>
<td>-20.59 ± 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-27.88 ± 0.49</td>
<td>-27.84 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailfinder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-14.49 ± 0.52</td>
<td>-14.95 ± 1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-31.32 ± 2.39</td>
<td>-31.31 ± 1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-49.79 ± 6.23</td>
<td>-49.80 ± 3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-72.93 ± 4.33</td>
<td>-72.03 ± 4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-8.12 ± 0.42</td>
<td>-8.48 ± 0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-17.44 ± 0.76</td>
<td>-19.80 ± 0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-27.49 ± 1.03</td>
<td>-28.15 ± 1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-36.87 ± 1.34</td>
<td>-38.42 ± 1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

well given that, for many of the nodes, the states chosen did not affect the solution quality. For future experiments, it may be worthwhile to control for this by ensuring that such nodes are not included in the explanation set.

Consistent with our lesion studies on full abductive inference, we believe that the increased performance of OSI and DOSI is due to each swarm being associated with the Markov blanket of a single node and the resulting communication and competition between overlapping swarms, as in the full abductive inference case. This is in contrast to DMVPSO, where a single swarm learns the state assignment for all variables. This can lead to a more local exploration around the solution found by the swarm’s global
best. Also, because each swarm optimizes over the all variables, there is an increased possibility of neglecting a potentially good solution for a specific component of the solution vector for the global best particle.

We also note that, MBE performed poorly on many of the larger networks when compared to OSI, DOSI, and DMVPSo. This is likely due to the fact that MBE becomes a greedy approximation for abductive inference when the factor maximization is performed over the smaller-sized mini-buckets rather than the complete buckets used for exact inference. Such a greedy approach does not provide the necessary exploration needed to find good state assignments for these larger networks, when compared to the swarm based algorithms.

DOSI was found to outperform all approaches not based on OSI, and DOSI tied statistically with OSI for most networks and values for $k$. This validates our hypothesis that the performance of DOSI would not significantly differ from that of OSI for most networks. This result indicates that DOSI provides an effective distributed al-
ternative to traditional OSI for the problem of partial abductive inference. While OSI and DOSI appear to outperform the other methods in terms of the log likelihood of solutions found, these methods require many more fitness evaluations than the other approaches. However, the correlation between the number of nodes and number of fitness evaluations is not as strong in the case of partial abductive inference since the number of required swarms is tied to the size of the explanation set rather than the number of nodes in the network.
CHAPTER 6

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

In this chapter, we explore the problem of learning the parameters for Bayesian networks with latent variables. We describe an OSI algorithm for latent variable parameter estimation in Bayesian networks. To evaluate the improvement provided by OSI, we present a traditional single-swarm approach to parameter estimation and then compare our multi-swarm approach to single-swarm PSO and several other existing approaches to parameter estimation.

In Bayesian networks, parameter estimation is the problem of discovering conditional probabilities of random variables when data for these random variables is missing or incomplete. Traditionally, this problem has been approached using Markov chain Monte-Carlo techniques or expectation maximization. We describe two algorithms for parameter estimation in Bayesian networks using PSO. The first uses a traditional single swarm approach to solve the problem, while the second uses a multi-population variant of PSO based on OSI.

6.1 Single-Swarm Particle Swarm Optimization

To our knowledge, PSO has not been applied to parameter estimation in Bayesian networks; therefore we have developed both a single swarm and an OSI-based approach to the problem. This allows us to compare these two methods in terms of the quality of learned parameters. For the single swarm approach, each particle’s position vector $\mathbf{x}$ is a $d$-dimensional vector of real numbers where $\mathbf{x} \in [0, 1]^d$, $d$ is the number of unknown parameters in the network, and initially each component of $x_i$
is drawn from a uniform probability distribution \( U(0, 1) \). Each value corresponds to a parameter in the conditional distribution of a missing variable, or the child of a missing variable and the size if this vector is equal to the number of parameters to be estimated.

For some variable \( A \) in the network, let \( x_{a|\text{Pa}(A)} \) be the value in a particle’s position vector that encodes the likelihood of \( A = a \) given some state assignment to the parents of \( A, \text{Pa}(A) \). During fitness evaluation, \( x_{a|\text{Pa}(A)} \) is normalized to compute the particle’s estimate of the probability \( P(a|\text{Pa}(A)) \) as follows:

\[
P(a|\text{Pa}(A)) = \frac{x_{a|\text{Pa}(A)}}{\sum_{a' \in A} x_{a'|\text{Pa}(A)}}
\]

The parameters for each variable being learned can be computed from the particle’s position in this way.

If a variable is present in the data and none of its parents are latent variables, we estimate its parameters directly based on frequency. Given some data-set \( D \) we can estimate any joint probability over the observed variables as

\[
P(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} 1_d(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) + \alpha}{|D| + \alpha z}
\]

where

\[
z = \prod_{i=1}^{n} |\text{Val}(X_i)|
\]

In the above equations, \( 1_d \) is an indicator function for a data point \( d \), \( \text{Val}(X) \) is the set of possible values for variable \( X \), and \( \alpha > 0 \) is a smoothing parameter. Using the above joint probability estimate, we can compute any conditional probability over a
subset of the observed variables as follows:

\[ P(x|pa(x)) = \frac{P(x, Pa(x))}{P(Pa(x))} \]

Because these probabilities can be computed directly, PSO will not optimize the parameters for observed variables with no latent parents.

Once the parameters have been computed, each particle's fitness is evaluated. Since we are learning parameters for networks containing latent variables, the states of these variables will be missing from the data, and the latent variables must be marginalized out in order compute the log likelihood of the data given the network. To compute the fitness of a set of parameters, we use variable elimination to calculate the log likelihood of the data \( D \) given the parameters \( \Theta \).

\[ \mathcal{L}(D|\Theta) = \log P(D|\Theta). \]  

(6.1)

We chose variable elimination instead of an approximate sampling algorithm, because we found that the probability of the data given the model was always very close to zero and an extremely large number of samples would be required to obtain non-zero probabilities, thereby offsetting any advantage that would be gained from using an approximate sampling algorithm.

Since performing variable elimination can be computationally expensive, it may be necessary to sample from the training data to obtain a smaller dataset \( S \). The log likelihood of this reduced data set can then be used as the fitness function. Alternatively, an approximate inference method such as importance sampling can also be used. After computing the fitness for a particle, its position and velocity are updated as in traditional PSO.
6.2 Overlapping Swarm Intelligence

We have developed a multi-swarm approach to parameter estimation based on OSI. In this approach, a swarm is assigned to each latent variable, and each child of a latent variable. Each variable’s corresponding swarm learns the parameters associated with that variable’s Markov blanket using PSO. This representation is advantageous since every node in the network is conditionally independent of all other nodes when conditioned on its Markov blanket.

Figure 6.1 shows an example network with a single hidden variable $L$ where the nodes whose parameters are learned by a particular swarm are indicated by a dashed rectangle. For this network, the algorithm maintains three swarms: one for the hidden variable $L$, and one for each of its children, $C$ and $D$. Figure 6.1(a) shows that parameters will be learned by swarm $S_C$, which covers nodes $L$ and $C$; 6.1(b) shows that parameters will be learned by swarm $S_D$, which covers nodes $L$ and $D$; and Figure 6.1(c) shows that parameters will be learned by swarm $S_L$, which in this
case covers the nodes in $S_C \cup S_D$. If $C$ and $D$ had children, then $S_C$ and $S_D$ would have included those children while $S_L$ would not.

The pseudocode for our approach is shown in Algorithm 6.1. The algorithm is split into two main loops that are executed repeatedly until some termination criterion is met. The first iterates over each of the swarms, evaluating the fitness of the corresponding particles, while the second holds a competition between the best particles in the swarms to update a global set of network parameters. This set of initially random global parameters is used for inter-swarm communication.

Each particle’s position $x$ is defined by a $d$-dimensional vector of continuous values where $x \in [0,1]^d$, where $d$ is the number of parameters to be learned by the particle’s swarm. Each position value encodes a likelihood value for the probability distribution of a node in the swarm’s Markov blanket, thus each particle encodes the parameter estimates for part of the network. As in the single-swarm PSO algorithm, the log-likelihood of the data given the parameters is used to evaluate the fitness of each particle.

For some swarm $s$, let $\text{MB}(s)$ be the set of variables in the Markov blanket associated with $s$. Let $\Theta_g = \{\theta_{g,v_1}, \ldots, \theta_{g,v_n}\}$ be the set of CPTs for all variables $v_1, \ldots, v_n$ in the network. Let $\Theta_p = \{\theta_{p,v} | v \in \text{MB}(s)\}$ be the set of CPTs encoded by the position vector of particle $p$ in swarm $s$. A new full parameter set $\Theta_{g,p}$ can be constructed by inserting $\Theta_p$ into $\Theta_g$ as follows:

$$\Theta_{g,p} = \Theta_p \cup \Theta_g \setminus \{\theta_{g,v} | v \in \text{MB}(s)\}$$

We use the log likelihood of the data given the parameters $\Theta_{g,p}$ as the fitness for the particle $p$.

$$f(p) = L(D|\Theta_{g,p})$$
Algorithm 6.2 Generate Parameters

Procedure Get-Params(
    G // A Bayesian network structure
    x // particle position vector
    Θg // set of global parameter estimates
)
1: Let Θg,p be the set of personal parameters
2: Estimate parameters for observed variables and add them to Θg,p
3: for position value \( x_a | Pa(A) \in x \) do
4: \( P(a|Pa(A)) = \frac{x_a|Pa(A)}{\sum_{a'\in A} x_{a'}|Pa(A)} \)
5: Add \( P(a|Pa(A)) \) to \( \Theta_{g,p} \)
6: end for
7: return \( \Theta_{g,p} \)

This function defines the fitness of particle \( p \) as the log likelihoods of the data given the global parameters \( \Theta_g \), when the parameter estimates encoded in \( p \) are substituted into \( \Theta_g \).

When multiple swarms learn the parameters for a given node, (such as \( C \) and \( D \) in Figure 6.1(a)) these swarms are said to overlap. After each iteration of the algorithm, overlapping swarms compete to determine which parameter estimates to include for each entry in the CPTs. This competition is held between the parameter estimates encoded in the personal best particles of each swarm. The parameters resulting in the highest log-likelihood are selected for inclusion in the global parameter set. Thus in the example presented in Figure 6.1(c), the swarms associated with \( C \) and \( D \) would compete to determine which parameter values are assigned to the node \( L \).
**Algorithm 6.1 Overlapping Swarm Intelligence for Parameter Estimation**

*Procedure OSI-PE*

\[
G \quad // \text{A Bayesian network structure} \\
D \quad // \text{training data} \\
V \quad // \text{set of variables with missing parameters}
\]

1: Randomly initialize set of global parameters \( \Theta_g \)
2: Initialize particles in each swarm
3: repeat
4: \hspace{1em} for each swarm \( s \) do
5: \hspace{2em} for each particle, \( p \in s \) do
6: \hspace{3em} \( \Theta_{g,p} \leftarrow \text{Get-Params}(G, x_p, \Theta_g) \)
7: \hspace{2em} Calculate particle fitness \( f(p) \)
8: \hspace{3em} if \( f(p) > p \)'s personal best fitness then
9: \hspace{4em} Update \( p \)'s personal best position and fitness
10: \hspace{3em} end if
11: \hspace{3em} if \( f(p) > \) the global best fitness then
12: \hspace{4em} Update global best position and fitness for \( s \)
13: \hspace{3em} end if
14: \hspace{3em} Update \( p \)'s velocity and position
15: \hspace{2em} end for
16: end for
17: for each incomplete variable \( V \in V \) do
18: \hspace{2em} Let the set of swarms \( S = \{s|V \in \text{MB}(s)\} \)
19: \hspace{2em} for each parameter \( z \in \theta_{g,x} \) do
20: \hspace{3em} \( z \leftarrow \text{Compete}(S, z) \)
21: \hspace{2em} end for
22: end for
23: until termination criterion is met
24: return \( \Theta_g \)
6.2.1 Computational Complexity

Here we describe the computational complexity of OSI for parameter estimation and show which step has the most computational burden in the algorithm. To do so, we break down each step in the algorithm. We refer to the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 6.1.

- **Fitness Evaluation**— First, we determine the complexity of evaluating the fitness of an individual particle. Let $p = h \times |\theta_{max}|$ be the total number of parameters to be learned, in the worst case, where $h$ is the number of factors in the network, and $\theta_{max}$ factor with the largest number of parameters. During fitness evaluation we compute the log likelihood of the data given the model, which requires performing variable elimination $d$ time, where $d = |D|$. Since, variable elimination has a time complexity of $O(p)$ [12], the fitness function complexity is $O(dp)$.

- **Optimization Algorithm**— Next, we determine the complexity of the underlying PSO algorithm. We assume that the algorithm has $q = |P|$ individuals, where $P$ is the set of all the individuals in the population. During each iteration, an individual, optimizing $p$ parameters, in the worst case, has its position and fitness updated. These two steps are done sequentially, with updating the position having a complexity of $O(p)$ and while evaluating the fitness is $O(dp)$. This is done $q$ times, once for each individual; therefore, assuming the algorithm performs $e$ iterations, the total complexity is $O(dpeq)$.

To complete our analysis of the complexity of OSI, we next show the complexity of the two main parts of OSI: solve and competition.
• **Solve**– The solve step in OSI involves iterating over the set of subpopulations $S$ and having each one optimize over its variables. Using the complexity from above for optimization algorithms, each subpopulation has a complexity of $\mathcal{O}(dpeq)$. Since this is done $s = |S|$ times, the total complexity of this step is $\mathcal{O}(sdpeq)$.

• **Competition**– In OSI, the competition step is used to find the optimal set of values for the global parameters. This is done by iterating over all the parameters and then comparing the fitness of the competing individuals. Note that there are $p$ parameters. In the worst case, all swarms will overlap over every variable, resulting in $s$ competing subpopulations, while each fitness evaluation has a complexity of $\mathcal{O}(dp)$. Therefore, the total complexity of the competition step in OSI is $\mathcal{O}(sdp^2)$.

OSI iterates over the solve and competition steps $m$ times. Combining the steps above and multiplying times $m$ gives a complexity of

$$\mathcal{O}(\text{OSI}) = \mathcal{O}(m(sdpeq + sdp^2))$$

$$= \mathcal{O}(msdpeq + msdp^2)$$

Based on these results, we can see that OSI will almost always be more computationally complex due to the $p^2$ factor caused by the competition phase. However, the parameters $m$, $e$, and $q$ in OSI can be set such that it becomes competitive with PSO.

## 6.3 Experimental Design

To test the performance of our algorithms, several experiments were performed using data generated from networks in the Bayesian Network Repository [79]. We compared our algorithms to four competing approaches to parameter estimation: EM,
Monte-Carlo EM (MCEM), Genetic Algorithm EM (GAEM), and Age-Layered EM (ALEM) [75, 12, 76, 70].

For these experiments, we chose networks with gradually increasing numbers of parameters to evaluate the effect of network complexity on performance. For each network, we used forward sampling to generate 2000 data points and then removed the data for some of the nodes, thereby simulating the presence of latent variables.

To evaluate the effect of latent variable structure on performance, we repeated the above sampling procedure for each network using two latent variable sets. The first set of data was generated using a latent variable architecture with a number overlapping Markov blankets, while the second was generated using latent variables with fewer overlapping Markov blankets. We manually chose latent variables that had at least one parent and one child, and that met the overlap criteria described above. A cross-reference to the network information and latent variable configurations for the datasets is shown in Table 6.1. Datasets annotated with “O” were generated from networks with a greater number of overlapping latent variable structures, when compared to the datasets annotated with “I”. We estimate the amount of overlap as the average number of nodes learned by each swarm:

\[
\text{Overlap} = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{s \in S} N(s)
\]

where \(N(s)\) is the number of nodes learned by swarm \(s\). Note that since we are calculating Overlap based only on the swarms, this measure will differ on the same network depending on which variables are identified as being latent. We found that all of the networks with a greater number of overlapping latent variable structures had Overlap \(\geq 3\).
For our algorithm, six particles were assigned to each sub-swarm. During preliminary testing, we found that assigning more than six particles to each swarm slowed the algorithm while providing little benefit to performance. For the other population based approaches, the total number of individuals was six times the number of incomplete nodes to ensure that all population based algorithms had the same total number of individuals. For both swarm-based algorithms $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ were set to 1.49618, while $\omega$ was set to 0.7298. Eberhart and Shi empirically determined that these are good parameter choices for $\omega$, $\phi_1$, and $\phi_2$ [82].

To evaluate the effect of sampling from the dataset during fitness evaluation, we compared two versions of OSI. In the first, the entire training set was used during fitness evaluation, while the second version of OSI evaluated the parameters using a subset of the training data, containing one third of the original data points that were sampled at random during each fitness calculation. The data was re-sampled during each fitness evaluation to ensure that all data-points in the training data would likely be used to evaluate particle fitness at some point in algorithm. We denote the sampling based OSI algorithm as OSI-S.
To evaluate the performance of these algorithms, each data set was divided into training and testing data using a $5 \times 2$ cross-validation procedure. We chose $5 \times 2$ cross-validation instead of 10 fold cross-validation because of the faster execution of the former. The log likelihoods for the best parameters found in each run were averaged over the runs for each algorithm. We compared the average log likelihoods of the algorithms using a paired t-test with a confidence interval of 95% to evaluate statistical significance. We hypothesize that, OSI will outperform single-swarm PSO for most of the networks, and PSO will never outperform OSI. We also hypothesize that, performing fitness evaluation relative to a sampled subset of the data will not have a significant impact on parameter quality for most networks.

6.4 Results

Table 6.2 shows the average log likelihoods for each algorithm and network configuration. Bold values indicate that the corresponding algorithm’s performance is statistically significantly better than the competing algorithms. If two algorithms tied on the significance testing, both values are bolded.

On the networks with greater overlap, both OSI algorithms were statistically significantly better than all the other algorithms. OSI performed the best on Child-O, Alarm-O, Win95-O, and Hepar2-O networks while OSI-S did better on the Sachs-O and Insurance-O networks. MCEM was the worst performing algorithm on the Sachs-O and Hepar2-O networks. On the Child-O, Alarm-O, and Insurance-O, PSO was the worst performing algorithm while GAEM was the worst on the Win95-O network. Neither MCEM or GAEM outperform traditional EM on any of these networks.

On the networks with less overlap, OSI outperformed all other algorithms other than OSI-S. However, while OSI and OSI-S were statistically significantly better
Table 6.2: Comparison against other approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>MCEM</th>
<th>GAEM</th>
<th>ALEM</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>OSI</th>
<th>OSI-S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sachs</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>-5700.67</td>
<td>-7049.28</td>
<td>-6664.70</td>
<td>-5602.99</td>
<td>-6804.89</td>
<td>-854.82</td>
<td>-834.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-5168.45</td>
<td>-6515.06</td>
<td>-5946.70</td>
<td>-5173.73</td>
<td>-5979.34</td>
<td>-3110.52</td>
<td>-3545.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>-10598.31</td>
<td>-11706.62</td>
<td>-11477.23</td>
<td>-10519.32</td>
<td>-11751.61</td>
<td>-3534.98</td>
<td>-3574.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-10966.85</td>
<td>-11263.08</td>
<td>-11250.29</td>
<td>-10715.44</td>
<td>-11342.20</td>
<td>-5118.27</td>
<td>-5499.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>-11053.01</td>
<td>-13172.76</td>
<td>-13043.30</td>
<td>-10572.05</td>
<td>-13365.95</td>
<td>-4797.21</td>
<td>-4811.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-11037.85</td>
<td>-13585.07</td>
<td>-13541.31</td>
<td>-10749.36</td>
<td>-13995.45</td>
<td>-4396.54</td>
<td>-4761.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win95</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>-8951.64</td>
<td>-9387.82</td>
<td>-9505.28</td>
<td>-8786.31</td>
<td>-5542.32</td>
<td>-5194.31</td>
<td>-5814.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-9294.90</td>
<td>-9792.64</td>
<td>-9861.66</td>
<td>-9081.66</td>
<td>-8630.77</td>
<td>-5357.83</td>
<td>-5490.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>-12316.01</td>
<td>-13774.30</td>
<td>-14577.78</td>
<td>-12209.57</td>
<td>-15622.23</td>
<td>-7557.05</td>
<td>-7555.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-12554.39</td>
<td>-14234.46</td>
<td>-14014.89</td>
<td>-12375.49</td>
<td>-15504.62</td>
<td>-8942.22</td>
<td>-8855.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepar2</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>-33229.08</td>
<td>-34504.95</td>
<td>-33970.11</td>
<td>-32704.60</td>
<td>-34105.81</td>
<td>-19213.89</td>
<td>-19337.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>-31249.45</td>
<td>-31214.12</td>
<td>-31261.57</td>
<td>-31195.40</td>
<td>-31006.87</td>
<td>-26198.50</td>
<td>-26719.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

than all the other algorithms on all networks, on the Alarm-I network, OSI was also statistically significantly better than OSI-S. MCEM was the worst performing algorithm on the Sachs-I network while PSO performed the worst on the Child-I, Alarm-I, and Insurance-I network. For the Win95-I and Hepar-I networks, GAEM was the worst performing algorithm. EM was only outperformed by MCEM on the Hepar2-I network. On all other networks, EM outperformed MCEM and GAEM.

Finally, we observed that for three of the six networks, the gap between EM and OSI is much larger when the Markov blankets of the latent variables have greater overlap. Additionally, the performance of the OSI algorithms is worse when there was less overlap over the Markov blankets.

6.5 Discussion

The paired t-tests on the log likelihoods indicate that OSI and OSI-S perform better than the competing methods for all generated datasets. While PSO has consistently worse log likelihood than EM, OSI outperforms both EM and PSO on all datasets. Although ALEM managed to outperform traditional EM for most of
the data-sets, the improvement was small compared that of OSI. Neither MCEM or GAEM outperform traditional EM, this is likely a result of the error introduced by the approximate Monte-Carlo based expectation step. Rather than compute the expected sufficient statistics exactly, MCEM samples the incomplete data from the model using the current parameter estimates. This completed data set is then used to estimate the new parameters using the maximization step of EM. The results also show that using a randomly sampled subset of the training data for fitness evaluation does not have a significant impact on the performance of OSI in terms of log likelihood for most datasets.

Although OSI outperforms EM and ALEM even when there is little overlap between the Markov blankets of latent variables, for half of the networks, the gap between the log likelihoods of OSI and EM were even larger when the latent variables had greater overlap between their Markov blankets. This is evidence that the improved performance obtained by OSI is due to the representation of each swarm being based on the Markov blankets and the corresponding competition that occurs between overlapping swarms. Recall that each variable is conditionally independent of all other variables in the network given its Markov blanket. By defining each variable’s swarm to cover its Markov blanket, we ensure that the swarm learns the corresponding parameters for all variables upon which that variable may depend.

The difference in log-likelihood when overlap is varied is particularly large for the Sachs and Hepar2 networks. This may be because of the large difference in the overlap metric between the two configurations of the networks. However, we do not see similar results for the Win95 network, which has the most extreme difference in overlap between the two configurations. It appears that the effect of overlap on the performance of OSI could vary between networks, but further experiments must be performed to verify this claim and determine the effect of overlap on OSI’s performance.
There are several additional advantages provided by our multi-swarm approach that may explain why our method outperforms competing approaches, even when there is little overlap between the Markov blankets of latent nodes. First, since the sub-swarms maintain independence, each swarm can explore a different region of the search space. Second, by splitting the swarms over the nodes of the network, we reduce the possibility of neglecting a potentially good parameter for a specific component of the global network’s complete parameter set.

Also, since several swarms learn the state assignments for a single variable, OSI allows for greater exploration of the search space and the competition between swarms ensures that the best parameter estimates found by the swarms are used in the global network.

While these results are encouraging, more work must be done to empirically verify the effect of conditional dependencies on the optimal overlap structure. We are currently researching the effect of applying the OSI framework to other stochastic search techniques such as genetic algorithms, differential evolution, and simulated annealing to determine if the benefit of overlap is algorithm specific.
While Bayesian networks can be developed by experts when the number of variables is small, the problem of defining a Bayesian network is often too complex for manual construction. In these cases, the Bayesian network structure must be learned from data. Chickering et al. have shown that the general problem of learning a Bayesian network model from data is NP-Hard [8]. Due to the complexity of learning a globally optimal network structure, several authors have developed approximate and heuristic algorithms for the problem. Many of these heuristics include machine learning techniques [9, 10, 11].

In this chapter, we explore the problem of structure learning in Bayesian networks. We describe an OSI algorithm for learning the structure of Bayesian network classifiers and we propose an OSI algorithm for more general structure learning, first in the presence of complete data and then in the context of latent variables.

7.1 Learning Bayesian Classifiers

Given a classification problem consisting of a series of attributes $A_i$ and a class label $C$, a Bayesian classifier is a Bayesian network in which a node is associated with each attribute $A_i$ and the class $C$. Classification is then performed by computing the most probable state of the class $C$ given the states of the attributes $A_1, ..., A_n$. We propose an algorithm for learning Bayesian network classifiers based on OSI.

In this algorithm, a swarm is associated with each attribute node in the network. Each node’s corresponding swarm learns the input and output edges associated with
that node. A global network $G$ is maintained across all swarms for inter-swarm communication. This global network is represented by an $n \times n$ adjacency matrix $M$. Each element $m_{i,j}$ in the matrix is defined as shown in Equation 7.1.

$$m_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if node } j \text{ is a parent of node } i \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

The global network is initialized using the Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN) algorithm, and a single particle in each swarm is initialized to the positions defined by the initial global network. Since TAN learns the tree structure that maximizes the likelihood of the data given the model, this initial network will ensure that particles do not initially explore unproductive regions of the search space.

Each particle's position $x$ is defined by a $d$-dimensional vector of binary values where $x \in \{0, 1\}^d$, $d = 2n$, and $n$ is the number of nodes in the network. The vector is of length $d = 2n$ because each position value in the first half of the vector determines if a given variable in the network is a parent of the node, while each position value in the second half of the vector determines if a given variable in the network is a child of the node. For a particle in the swarm associated with node $i$, the position vector encodes all elements in the column and row associated with node $i$ in the adjacency matrix $M$. These position values are constrained so that if a node $X_i$ is a parent of $X_j$ then $X_i$ cannot be the child of $X_j$.

An example illustrating our representation is shown in Figure 7.1. In the first section of the figure, the representation used by the particles in swarms $S_A$ and $S_C$ is shown, and the edge represented by each position value is indicated. Our algorithm inserts the position vectors for the particles in swarms $S_A$ and $S_C$ into an adjacency matrix, as shown in the second section of the figure. In the adjacency matrix, positions
Figure 7.1: Representation example

learned by swarm $S_C$ are shown in a different shade than the positions learned by swarm $S_A$. Entries in the matrix that are learned by both swarms are highlighted with both shades. Once the particle positions have been inserted into the adjacency matrix, a network containing the edges defined by the original particle positions can be constructed as shown in the third section of the figure.

To insert a substructure $S_i$ for a node $X_i$ into the network, all edges connecting to $X_i$ are removed, and the edges encoded in $S_i$ are added to the network. This is done by inserting the row and column elements defined by a particle’s position vector into the global adjacency matrix $M$. From this adjacency matrix, a Bayesian network is constructed and an outgoing edge is inserted from each attribute $A_i$ and the class $C$.

When inserting the substructure of a particle into the network, cycles may be introduced. To prevent this, a two-step process is performed each time a substructure is inserted into the global network. First, we locate the cycles using the following process:

- Identify a source node (a node that either has no incoming edges or no outgoing edges).
- Delete the source node and its edges.
• Repeat until there are no source nodes.

Once this process is complete, the remaining network consists of the existing cycles. Next each cycle is broken by randomly selecting one of the nodes in the cycle and removing one of its outgoing edges. This process is repeated until all cycles are eliminated.

For this problem, the overlap is defined by conflicts between the various swarms. In our approach, two swarms are said to overlap if their highest scoring particle positions conflict. The positions of two particles $p_i$ and $p_j$ are said to conflict if, for a given entry $m_{i,j}$ in the adjacency matrix $M$, $p_i$ encodes a different value for $m_{i,j}$ than $p_j$. At the end of each iteration of the algorithm, a competition is held between overlapping swarms to determine which set of edges is inserted into the network. This competition is held between the conflicting position values of the most fit particles of each competing swarm. The values resulting in the lowest classification error are included in the global adjacency matrix $M$.

After each competition, the swarm resulting in the lowest fitness is seeded with the position of the winning swarm. This involves replacing the position value for the lowest ranked individual in the swarm with the value in the global solution.
Algorithm 7.1 Overlapping Swarm Intelligence for Classifier Learning

**Procedure** OSI-Learn-Classifier(

\[D\] \quad // Training data\n
)

1: Initialize the global network \( G \) and adjacency matrix \( M \)
2: Initialize particles in each swarm
3: repeat
4: \hspace{1em} for each swarm \( s \) do
5: \hspace{2em} for each particle, \( p \in s \) do
6: \hspace{3em} Add edges of \( p \) to matrix \( M \) forming a new matrix \( M_p \)
7: \hspace{3em} Remove cycles from \( M_p \) and construct Bayesian network \( G_p \)
8: \hspace{3em} Calculate particle fitness \( f(p) \)
9: \hspace{3em} if \( f(p) > p \)'s personal best fitness then
10: \hspace{4em} Update \( p \)'s personal best position and fitness
11: \hspace{2em} end if
12: \hspace{3em} if \( f(p) > \) the global best fitness then
13: \hspace{4em} Update global best position and fitness for \( s \)
14: \hspace{2em} end if
15: \hspace{2em} Update \( p \)'s velocity and position
16: \hspace{2em} end for
17: \hspace{2em} end for
18: \hspace{2em} for each entry \( m_{i,j} \in M \) do
19: \hspace{3em} Let \( s_i \) be the swarm associated with node \( i \)
20: \hspace{3em} Let \( s_j \) be the swarm associated with node \( j \)
21: \hspace{3em} if \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) conflict over \( M_{i,j} \) then
22: \hspace{4em} \( M_{i,j} \leftarrow \text{Compete}(s_i, s_j) \)
23: \hspace{4em} if \( s_i \) wins competition : seed \( s_j \) with \( M_{i,j} \)
24: \hspace{4em} else seed \( s_i \) with \( M_{i,j} \)
25: \hspace{3em} end if
26: \hspace{2em} end for
27: \hspace{2em} until termination criterion is met
28: Construct Bayesian network \( G \) from the matrix \( M \)
29: return \( G \)
7.1.1 Fitness Evaluation

We compared four fitness functions to evaluate the quality of a network. The first fitness function (OSI-LL) is the log likelihood of the data given the model as defined in Equation 6.1. The second fitness function (OSI-BIC) is Bayesian information criterion:

$$BIC = -2 \log P(D|B) + p \log(m)$$

The third fitness function (OSI-ACC) is the classification error of the network when used to classify the training data:

$$\text{error} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{[C]} F_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{[C]} F_i + T_i}$$

where $F_i$ is the number of examples incorrectly classified as class $i$ and $T_i$ is the number of examples correctly classified as class $i$. The final fitness function (OSI-CMI) is the average conditional mutual information of each edge in the network given the class:

$$\text{ACMI} = \frac{\sum_{(X,Y) \in E} I(X,Y|C)}{|E|}$$

where $E$ denotes the set of edges in the network, $(X,Y)$ denotes the edge between nodes $X$ and $Y$, and $I(X,Y|C)$ is the conditional mutual information between nodes $X$ and $Y$ given the class $C$.

The fitness of particle $p$ is defined as the quality of the network $G$ when the substructure defined by the particle’s parameters is inserted into the network.
7.1.2 Computational Complexity

We first describe the computational complexity of OSI and show which step has the most computational burden in the algorithm. To do so, we break down each step in the algorithm. We refer to the pseudo code shown in Algorithm 7.1.

• **Cycle Removal**– Cycle removal can be performed in $O(|V|^2)$ where $V$ is the set of vertices. Let $a$ be the number of entries in the adjacency matrix. Then, the $|V| = \sqrt{a}$ and the complexity of cycle removal is $O(a)$.

• **Fitness Evaluation**– Next, we determine the complexity of evaluating the fitness of an individual particle. To do so, we approximate the fitness function complexity as $O(aF)$, where $a$ is number of entries in the adjacency matrix, and $F$ the computational complexity specific to the fitness function used to evaluate each particle. When this is combined with cycle removal the time complexity becomes $O(aF + a) = O(aF)$

• **Optimization Algorithm**– Next, we determine the complexity of the underlying PSO algorithm. We assume that the algorithm has $q = |P|$ individuals, where $P$ is the set of all the individuals in the population. During each iteration, an individual, with $a$ variables in the worst case, has its position and fitness updated. These two steps are done sequentially, with updating the position having a complexity of $O(a)$ and while evaluating the fitness is $O(aF)$. This is done $q$ times, once for for each individual; therefore, assuming the algorithm performs $e$ iterations, the total complexity is $O(aFeq)$.

To complete our analysis of the complexity of OSI, we next show the complexity of the two main parts of OSI: solve and competition
• **Solve**– The solve step in OSI involves iterating over the set of subpopulations $S$ and having each one optimize over its variables. Using the complexity from above for optimization algorithms, each subpopulation has a complexity of $O(a_{eq})$. Since this is done $s = |S|$ times, the total complexity of this step is $O(sa_{eq})$.

• **Competition**– In OSI, the competition step is used to find the optimal set of values for the variables in $X$. This is done by iterating over all the variables and then comparing the fitness of the two competing individuals. Note that there are $n$ variables and 2 subpopulations, while each fitness evaluation has a complexity of $O(aF)$. Therefore, the total complexity of the competition step in OSI is $O(2a^2F) = O(a^2 \times F)$.

Thus OSI iterates over the solve and competition steps $m$ times. Combining the steps above and multiplying times $m$ gives a complexity of

$$O(\text{OSI}) = O(m(a_{eqs} + a^2F))$$

$$= O(ma_{eqs} + ma^2F)$$

In the algorithm presented above, a swarm is associated with each attribute in the classification problem, therefore $s = a$. Substituting this into the above equation, we now have

$$O(\text{OSI}) = O(ma^2Feq + ka^2F)$$

$$= O(ma^2Feq)$$

Based on these results, we can see that OSI will almost always be more computationally complex due to the $a^2$ factor. However, the parameters $m$, $a$, and $q$ in OSI can be set such that it becomes competitive with PSO.
7.1.3 Experimental Design

To evaluate our algorithm, several experiments were performed using datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [85]. These experiments focused on comparing our algorithm with the PSO algorithm discussed in [9], the Tree Augmented Naive Bayes algorithm [32], and the Greedy Thick Thinning algorithm [78]. Our comparisons also include modification of the PSO algorithm discussed in [9] using each of the fitness functions described above. We compared these algorithms to four different versions of our own algorithm using each fitness function described in Section 7.1.1.

For the OSI algorithms, five particles were assigned to each sub-swarm. This value was chose because, during preliminary testing, we found that a larger number of particles did not improve performance and slowed training time. For the single swarm PSO, the total number of particles was five times the number of features, to ensure a fair comparison between the algorithms. For both swarm-based algorithms $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ were set to 1.49618, while $w$ was set to 0.7298. Eberhart and Shi empirically determined that these are good parameter choices for $w$, $\phi_1$, and $\phi_2$ [82].

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, the data was divided into training and testing data sets using a $5 \times 2$ cross-validation procedure. We chose $5 \times 2$ to ensure that both training and testing sets were large, and that each data point was used for both training and testing during each fold. We performed pairwise comparisons of average classification accuracy using a paired student t-test for each pair of algorithms. For all t-tests we used a 95% confidence interval. We hypothesize that, OSI will outperform single-swarm PSO for most datasets and, when the proper fitness function is chosen, OSI will outperform both TAN and Greedy.
Table 7.1: Datasets used in experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecoli</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TicTacToe</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spect</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These experiments were performed using seven datasets downloaded from the UCI machine learning repository: Nursery, Car, CMC, TicTacToe, Spect, Vote, and Ecoli. We selected datasets with large numbers of instances, and most selected datasets have few or no continuous attributes. For the datasets containing continuous attributes, each continuous attribute was discretized into five bins using equal frequency binning. The information about the datasets used is summarized in Table 7.1.

7.1.4 Experimental Results

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show the average classification accuracy for each algorithm and each dataset. The values presented in these tables do not reflect the fitness scores achieved by any of the population-based algorithms. Bold values indicate that the corresponding algorithm’s performance is statistically significantly better than all other algorithms for the dataset. Algorithms that tie statistically for best are bolded.

Table 7.2 compares the classification accuracy of the swarm based approaches. For all datasets, either OSI-ACC or OSI-CMI tie statistically for best. Also, for all but two of the datasets, the OSI algorithm with the highest classification accuracy outperforms traditional PSO using the same fitness function.
Table 7.2: Comparison of classification accuracy for Swarm algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>OSI-LL</th>
<th>PSO-LL</th>
<th>OSI-CMI</th>
<th>PSO-CMI</th>
<th>OSI-BIC</th>
<th>PSO-BIC</th>
<th>OSI-ACC</th>
<th>PSO-ACC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TicTacToe</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spect</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecoli</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Comparison of classification accuracy against TAN and Greedy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>OSI-CMI</th>
<th>PSO-CMI</th>
<th>OSI-ACC</th>
<th>PSO-ACC</th>
<th>TAN</th>
<th>Greedy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TicTacToe</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spect</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecoli</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3 compares the average classification accuracy of TAN, GREEDY, and the swarm based algorithms that most frequently achieved the highest classification accuracy. For the Vote dataset, all algorithms other than PSO-ACC tie statistically for best. For the TicTacToe dataset OSI-ACC ties statistically with PSO-ACC for best. OSI-CMI outperforms all competing algorithm for every other dataset.

7.1.5 Discussion

The paired t-tests on the classification accuracy indicate that either OSI-ACC, or OSI-CMI performed better than or equivalent to the other methods for every dataset. These results show that OSI-CMI outperforms the other methods for three of the datasets. OSI-ACC and OSI-CMI are the methods that most frequently outperformed the other approaches and these algorithms outperformed TAN, Greedy, and the competing PSO algorithms on all but two of the datasets. This indicates that
both OSI-ACC and OSI-CMI have an advantage when used to learn the structures of Bayesian classifiers. More importantly, an OSI-based method was always listed as one of the winning algorithms.

We also note that our paired t-tests showed that the OSI algorithms outperformed the single swarm PSO algorithms for many of the datasets, while single swarm PSO algorithms never significantly outperformed the OSI algorithm using the same fitness function. These results indicate that the communication and competition introduced by the OSI gives the algorithm an advantage over traditional PSO.

Since multiple swarms learn the structure for a single node, our approach ensures greater exploration of the search space, which results in improved performance in terms of classification accuracy. Also, since the swarms are split over the nodes of the network, the possibility of neglecting a potentially good sub-structure for a specific component of a complete structure is reduced.

The results in Table 7.2 also indicate that no fitness function clearly outperforms the others for all data sets. However, conditional mutual information appears to allow OSI to have the best performance for five of the seven datasets. In all cases, when OSI-CMI failed to achieve the best score, OSI-ACC had the best performance. These results indicate that, when average conditional mutual information fails to provide good performance, classification accuracy may be a good alternative scoring metric.

7.2 Generative Structure Learning

The method proposed in the previous section can be modified to allow for generative Bayesian network structure learning. The pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.2. For this problem, we will use the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) described in Equation 2.4 to evaluate network quality.

\[
BIC = -2 \log P(D|B) + p \log(m)
\]

It can be shown that BIC decomposes into a sum of terms, one for each node \(X_i\) in the network [12]. This decomposability may reduce the need for overlap and competition in the OSI algorithm.

As with OSI for classifier learning, we associate a swarm with each node in the network but, for this problem, we will compare two different overlap architectures. In the first, each swarm will learn the incoming and outgoing edges associated with its corresponding node (similar to the classifier learning problem). In the second, each node’s corresponding swarm will learn only the incoming edges associated with that node. We refer to the first architecture as OSI-F, while we refer to the second as OSI-N.

As in the previous algorithm, a global network \(G\) is maintained across all swarms for inter-swarm communication. This global network is represented by an \(n \times n\) adjacency matrix \(M\). Each element \(m_{i,j}\) in the matrix is defined as shown in Equation 7.1.

Each particle’s position \(x_i\) is defined by a \(d\)-dimensional vector of binary values where \(x_i \in \{0, 1\}^d, d = n\), and \(n\) is the number of nodes in the network. Each position value in the vector determines if a given variable in the network is a parent of the node. For a particle in the swarm associated with node \(i\), the position vector encodes all elements in the row associated with node \(i\) in the adjacency matrix \(M\). These position values are constrained so that if a node \(X_i\) is a parent of \(X_j\) then \(X_i\) cannot be the child of \(X_j\).
Algorithm 7.2 OSI for Structure Learning with Complete Data

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{procedure}
OSI-Learn-Gen(
    \textbf{D}  // Training data
)
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
1: Randomly initialize the global network $G$ and adjacency matrix $M$
2: Initialize particles in each swarm
3: \textbf{repeat}
4:     \textbf{for} each swarm $s$ \textbf{do}
5:         \textbf{for} each particle, $p \in s$ \textbf{do}
6:             Add edges defined by $p$ to $G$
7:             Remove cycles from $G$
8:             Calculate particle fitness $f(p)$
9:             \textbf{if} $f(p) > p$’s personal best fitness \textbf{then}
10:                 Update $p$’s personal best position and fitness
11:             \textbf{end if}
12:             \textbf{if} $f(p) >$ the global best fitness \textbf{then}
13:                 Update global best position and fitness for $s$
14:             \textbf{end if}
15:             Update $p$’s velocity and position
16:         \textbf{end for}
17:     \textbf{end for}
18: \textbf{for} each entry $m_{i,j} \in M$ \textbf{do}
19:         Let the $s_i$ be the swarm associated with node $i$
20:         $m_{i,j} \leftarrow$ value associated with best particle in $s_i$
21: \textbf{end for}
22: \textbf{until} termination criterion is met
23: \textbf{return} $M$
\end{algorithmic}
\end{procedure}
\end{algorithm}

To insert a substructure $S_i$ for a node $X_i$ into the network, all incoming edges for $X_i$ are removed and the edges encoded in $S_i$ are added to the network. This is done by inserting the row elements defined by a particle’s position vector into the global adjacency matrix $M$. From this adjacency matrix, a Bayesian network is constructed.

When inserting the substructure of a particle into the network, cycles may be introduced. To prevent this, the cycle removal process described above is performed prior to fitness evaluation. Once cycles have been removed, we evaluate the fitness of the particle using BIC.
7.2.1 Experimental Design

For these experiments, we compared the above variations of OSI to a traditional single swarm PSO and the K2 structure learning algorithm. For these comparisons we used four datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [85]: Vote, Car, Spect, and TicTacToe.

For the OSI algorithms, the number of particles in each swarm was set to three. This was done to ensure a manageable runtime for the population based approaches. The number of particles in the traditional PSO algorithm was set to three times the number of nodes, to ensure that all swarm algorithms had the same total number of particles. For both swarm-based algorithms $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ were set to 1.49618, while $w$ was set to 0.7298.

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, each data-set was divided into training and testing data sets using a $5 \times 2$ cross-validation procedure to ensure large training and test sets. The log-likelihoods of the best networks found by each algorithm were averaged over all runs. We performed pairwise comparisons of average log-likelihood using a paired student t-test for each pair of algorithms. For all t-tests we used a 95% confidence interval.

7.2.2 Experimental Results

The results for these experiments are shown in Table 7.4. Bold values indicate that the corresponding algorithms performance is statistically significantly better than the other algorithms on the data set.

For all data sets, we observe that, based on the paired t-tests on log-likelihood, OSI-F significantly outperforms both PSO and K2. Additionally, OSI-F outperforms OSI-N, for three of the four networks. For all networks, all particle based methods
Table 7.4: Average log-likelihoods for general structure learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OSI-N</th>
<th>OSI-F</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>K2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>-2834.4</td>
<td>-2638.7</td>
<td>-2849.1</td>
<td>-4400.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>-6870.2</td>
<td>-6837.4</td>
<td>-6949.6</td>
<td>-9940.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spect</td>
<td>-1758.3</td>
<td>-1666.6</td>
<td>-1767.9</td>
<td>-3345.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TicTacToe</td>
<td>-4880.5</td>
<td>-4884.3</td>
<td>-4906.2</td>
<td>-7768.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

outperformed K2. For the Vote and Spect data sets, we observe that, based on the paired t-tests on log-likelihood, OSI-N and PSO tied statistically for best.

7.2.3 Discussion

The performance of OSI-F relative to OSI-N seems to indicate that the overlap and competition provide an advantage, even when there is little overlap between the sub-problems. Because several swarms learn the edges associated with each variable, OSI ensures greater exploration of the search space, and the inter-swarm competition ensures that the best sub-structure found by each swarm is included in the global network.

OSI-N outperformed single-swarm PSO on two of the four networks and never performed worse than single-swarm PSO. This indicates that OSI has an advantage over single swarm PSO, even when there is no overlap. By splitting the swarms over the nodes of the network, we reduce the possibility of neglecting a potentially good sub-structure for a specific component of the global networks complete structure. This advantage is present even when no overlap or competition is held between the swarms.
7.3 Structure Learning with Latent Variables

We have modified our approach to generative Bayesian network structure learning to allow for the learning of Bayesian networks with latent variables. This approach assumes that the number of latent variables is a user-specified parameter. As in Algorithm 7.2, we will use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to evaluate network quality, but since latent variables have been introduced into the problem, this scoring function will no longer be decomposable. As with the algorithm described in section 7.2, a swarm is associated with each node in the network and a global network structure is maintained for inter-swarm communication. The network structure is represented by an \( n \times n \) adjacency matrix \( M \) and each element \( m_{i,j} \) in the matrix is defined as shown in Equation 7.1.

To exploit the conditional dependencies introduced by the latent variables, each swarm in this algorithm learns the incoming edges for the Markov blanket of its associated node, as defined by the current global network structure. Because this overlap structure may change at each iteration, we refer to this algorithm as OSI with dynamic Markov blanket overlap (OSI-MB). For a swarm associated with some node \( i \), each particle’s position \( x_i \) is defined by a \( d \)-dimensional vector of binary values where \( x_i \in \{0,1\}^d, d = mn, n \) is the number of nodes in the network, and \( m = |MB(i)| \). For a particle in the swarm associated with node \( X_i \), the position vector encodes all elements in the rows associated with Markov blanket of node \( X_i \) in the adjacency matrix \( M \). These position values are constrained so that if a node \( X_i \) is a parent of \( X_j \) then \( X_i \) cannot be the child of \( X_j \).

At the end of each iteration, the set of rows learned by a given swarm will be updated based on the Markov blanket of the swarm’s corresponding node. During this process, position and velocity values that do not correspond to incoming edges
for the Markov blanket will be removed. If the corresponding Markov blanket has incoming edges that are not currently being optimized by the swarm, then random position and velocity values corresponding to these edges will be added to the particles of the swarm.

When evaluating the fitness of a given particle, the row elements defined by a particle’s position vector are inserted into the global adjacency matrix \( M \). From this adjacency matrix a Bayesian network is constructed and cycles are removed from the structure as described in section 7.1. Next, the parameters for each variable in the network are estimated using the OSI algorithm for parameter estimation described in Chapter 6. The fitness of the network is then evaluated by computing the BIC score of the network.

When multiple swarms learn the incoming edges for a given node, these swarms are said to overlap. After each iteration of the algorithm, overlapping swarms compete to determine which edges to include in the global network structure. This competition is held between the edges encoded in the personal best particles of each swarm. The edges resulting in the highest BIC score are selected for inclusion in the global adjacency matrix \( M \).

7.3.1 Experimental Design

Several experiments have been performed to evaluate the performance of OSI for structure learning with latent variables. We compare OSI with dynamic Markov blanket overlap (OSI-MB) to both single-swarm PSO and OSI with a static overlap structure in which each node learns the associated incoming and outgoing edges (OSI-F). We also compare these algorithms to structural EM; a commonly used algorithm for structure learning in the presence of latent variables.
The settings for the various PSO-based algorithms are the same as described in section 7.2.1. For parameter estimation, the single-swarm PSO algorithm used structural EM, while the OSI algorithms used the parameter estimation algorithm described in Chapter 6. The OSI parameter estimation was run for six iterations during each fitness evaluation and competition was held every third iteration. Our goal was to run the parameter estimation algorithm for a small number of iterations to minimize the algorithm’s runtime, and during preliminary testing we found that the above settings produced good results. When learning parameters for the final network, OSI was run until convergence.

As in section 7.2.1, the Vote, Car, Spect, and TicTacToe data-sets were used for evaluation. To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, each data-set was divided into training and testing data sets using a $5 \times 2$ cross-validation procedure to ensure large training and testing sets, and the log-likelihoods of the best networks were averaged. Pairwise comparisons of average log-likelihood were performed using a paired student t-test for each pair of algorithms. For all t-tests we used a 95% confidence interval.

7.3.2 Experimental Results

The average log-likelihoods for each of the algorithms is shown in Table 7.5. Bold values indicate that the associated algorithms log-likelihood average is statistically significantly better than the other algorithms for the data set.

For all data-sets, OSI-MB performed statistically significantly better than EM and PSO in terms of log-likelihood of the networks found. For the Vote and Car data-sets, OSI-MB significantly outperformed OSI-F, while these two algorithms tied statistically for the Spect and TicTacToe datasets. OSI-F and PSO performed statistically significantly worse than all other algorithms for the Car data-set but outperformed
Table 7.5: Average log-likelihoods for latent variable structure learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OSI-MB</th>
<th>OSI-F</th>
<th>EM</th>
<th>PSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>-2058.4</td>
<td>-2344.1</td>
<td>-3356.1</td>
<td>-2359.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>-3077.9</td>
<td>-4313.7</td>
<td>-3946.8</td>
<td>-3990.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spect</td>
<td>-1207.1</td>
<td>-1240.1</td>
<td>-2516.7</td>
<td>-1528.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TicTacToe</td>
<td>-2447.6</td>
<td>-2773.4</td>
<td>-3900.2</td>
<td>-3391.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EM for all other data-sets. OSI-F tied statistically with PSO for the Vote and Car data-sets, but OSI-F outperformed PSO for the Spect and TicTacToe data-sets.

7.3.3 Discussion

The paired t-tests on the average log-likelihoods indicate that OSI-MB performed better than the other methods for all data-sets. We believe that the increased performance of OSI-MB is due to each swarm being associated with the Markov blanket of a single node and the resulting communication and competition between overlapping swarms.

The importance of the Markov blanket overlap structure is emphasized by the comparison of OSI-MB and OSI-F. Not only does OSI-MB outperform OSI-F for two of the four networks, but for the Car network, OSI-F was not even competitive with structural EM. It appears that choosing a good overlap structure is crucial to OSI performance for some problems. However, OSI-F still manages to tie with OSI-MB for two of the four networks. This advantage is most likely due to the benefit of splitting the swarms over the nodes of the network combined with the additional exploration obtained by having multiple swarms explore overlapping sections of the search space.
CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Summary of Contributions

We have presented several approximation algorithms for the problems of structure learning, parameter estimation, and abductive inference in Bayesian networks. These algorithms are based on a multi-swarm approach to optimization called Overlapping Swarm Intelligence, in which a particle swarm optimizer is split into multiple swarms and a swarm is assigned to each node in the network. We compared these algorithms to existing approaches for the problems of learning and inference in Bayesian networks, in terms of both solution quality and computational complexity.

This work makes several contributions towards improving the quality of algorithms in the areas of structure learning, parameter estimation, and abductive inference in Bayesian networks:

• First, our approach to abductive inference provides a more effective technique for discovering the most probable state assignments for nodes in a Bayesian network given evidence; a problem which is relevant to a number of fields such as fault diagnostics and prognostics. We presented both distributed and non-distributed versions of OSI for this problem and we empirically demonstrated that, while OSI is more computationally expensive than competing methods, both OSI and DOSI significantly outperform the other approaches on most networks studied in terms of the log likelihood of solutions found.

• Second, our approach to parameter estimation will allow for more effective use of latent variable models and will allow for better handling of datasets with
missing data. Our empirical analysis of OSI indicates that OSI outperforms traditional approaches such as EM in terms of log likelihood of the data given the parameters. Additionally, we found that, by sampling from the training data during fitness evaluation, we can reduce the computational burden of the algorithm without impacting the quality of learned parameters.

- Third, by developing more accurate techniques for Bayesian structure learning, we will allow automated structure learning to be applied to areas where current techniques are either too computationally expensive or too inaccurate. We presented algorithms for both generative and discriminative structure learning and empirically demonstrated that OSI often outperforms the competing approaches to these problems. We also developed an OSI algorithm for structure learning in the presence of latent variables and demonstrated the effectiveness of this algorithm relative to both structural EM and traditional PSO.

This work also makes a number of contributions in the area of multi-population search algorithms. Specifically dealing with the properties of OSI as a general search technique.

- First, our results on all of the problems that we explored seem to indicate that OSI is an effective search technique for a wide range of problems in both discrete and continuous search spaces. It was found that OSI often outperformed single-swarm PSO, while PSO never significantly outperformed OSI.

- Second, we presented a distributed alternative to OSI that does not require a global network for fitness evaluation. We proved that the number of iterations required for two swarms to reach consensus in DOSI is equal to the length of the minimum path between their nodes, and we empirically demonstrated that DOSI often performs as well as OSI on the abductive inference problem.
Third, we examined the effect of the swarm architecture and degree of overlap on the performance of OSI. From our experiments on parameter estimation, it appears that, while the amount of overlap does seem to have some effect on performance, the effect of overlap on the performance of OSI may vary between networks. Our experiments comparing different swarm architectures for the abductive inference problem indicate that the overlap structure of the swarms plays a role in algorithm performance. Furthermore, we observed that the Markov blanket architecture achieved better log likelihood than the random architecture for most networks and the no alternative architecture ever outperformed the Markov blanket architecture. These results were reinforced by our experiments on structure learning with latent variables, where, for half of the data-sets, OSI only outperformed the competing approaches when the Markov blanket was used to define the overlap.

Fourth, we demonstrated that OSI may perform well even when there is little overlap between the swarms. This is supported by our comparison of OSI to other methods for the problem of parameter estimation where we found that OSI outperformed competing approaches, even when there was little overlap between the Markov blankets of latent variables. This is also supported by our results on generative structure learning where, despite the decomposability of the scoring function, the overlap and competition between swarms seemed to give OSI an advantage for most of the data-sets.

The results presented here support the three hypotheses proposed at the beginning of this work. Our first hypothesis was that OSI would outperform single-swarm PSO for most experiments and would never perform worse than single-swarm PSO. This hypothesis is supported by our results for full and partial abductive inference, where
we found that the state assignments found by OSI and DOSI had higher log-likelihood than those found by DMVPSO for most experiments on complex networks. This hypothesis was further reinforced by our results for parameter estimation, where the likelihood of the data given the model was higher for parameters learned by OSI as compared to those learned by single-swarm PSO.

Additionally, the first hypothesis was supported by our results for Bayesian classifier learning, where the models learned by variants of OSI had higher classification accuracy than those learned by DMVPSO for most datasets, when classification accuracy and conditional mutual information was used to evaluate particle fitness. However, for many of the datasets, OSI and DMVPSO tied statistically when log-likelihood and BIC were used for fitness evaluation. The inability of OSI to outperform single-swarm PSO for these cases is likely due to the poor performance of the log-likelihood and BIC fitness scores when learning Bayesian classifiers.

The first hypothesis was further supported by our results for generative structure learning, both with and without latent variables. For these problems OSI outperformed single-swarm PSO for all data sets, when a good overlap architecture was chosen. Additionally, even when a poor overlap structure was chosen, OSI either outperformed or tied with traditional PSO for all datasets.

For our second hypothesis, we predicted that OSI and DOSI would tie statistically in terms of log-likelihood for most experiments. While this was true for both full and partial abductive inference, there were several experiments in which OSI outperformed DOSI. This may be because DOSI had not reached consensus for these experiments, but more work will be needed to quantify the degree of consensus necessary to achieve good performance.

Our third hypothesis was that the Markov blanket overlap structure would never be outperformed by any other overlap architecture, and would often outperform alter-
native architectures. This was supported by our experiments for both full abductive inference and structure learning.

For full abductive inference, the average log-likelihood for state assignments found by OSI when using the alternative overlap architectures was never significantly greater than the average log-likelihood for state assignments found by OSI when using the Markov blanket architectures. Additionally, OSI often found state assignments with higher log-likelihood when using the Markov blanket architecture, when compared to the state assignments found when using the alternative architectures.

The third hypothesis was further supported by our results for structure learning with latent variables, where OSI often learned models with higher log-likelihood when using the dynamic Markov blanket architecture, as compared to the models learned by the static family-based architecture. However, there were several instances for both full abductive inference, and structure learning with latent variables, where the Markov blanket architecture tied with one or more of the competing architectures. This indicates that an optimal overlap structure may not be necessary for OSI to achieve good performance.

The results presented here demonstrate that OSI is a powerful method that has a clear advantage over single-swarm PSO when applied to a variety of problems. There are many advantages to OSI that may explain why this method outperforms single-swarm PSO on so many problems. First, the representation of each swarm being based on the conditional dependencies present in the underlying problem ensures that each swarm learns the relevant positions for all variables on which the sub-problem depends. Second, since the sub-swarms maintain independence, each swarm can explore a different region of the search space. Third, by splitting the swarms over the nodes of the network, we reduce the possibility of neglecting a potentially good sub-solution for a specific component of the global solution. The above contributions
mark the first steps toward understanding and improving the Overlapping Swarm Intelligence algorithm.

8.2 Future Work

While this work provides an initial exploration of OSI with respect to learning and inference in Bayesian networks, there is much research that may still be done to develop OSI further. There is still much that we do not understand about the algorithm, and there are several ways in which the algorithm could be improved.

One avenue of future research is the exploration of alternative representations and competition strategies to reduce the computational complexity of OSI. For example, it may be possible to vary the number of particles for each swarm based on the complexity of the swarm's Markov blanket without significantly affecting solution quality. In this way, the computational complexity of our algorithm could be reduced by assigning smaller swarms to nodes whose Markov blankets have fewer parameters. Additionally, the algorithm could assign swarms to only a subset of the nodes in the network. Each swarm could optimize over the Markov blanket of its assigned node for some number of iterations $t$, and after $t$ iterations have elapsed the swarm could be assigned to a new node.

The theory behind OSI needs to be explored further. It may be possible to prove the convergence of OSI under certain assumptions, as was done with single-swarm PSO by Van den Bergh et al. [86]. Drawing from the approaches of [57] and [58] on the distributed consensus problem to analyze the relationship between OSI convergence rate and the structure of the sub-swarms is one possible avenue for this research.

Additionally, research must be done to examine the effect of overlap on the performance of OSI. We conjecture that, for many optimization problems, optimal overlap
structures are related to the conditional dependence properties of the underlying fitness landscape. Further work is needed to verify the existence of optimal swarm overlap structures, and methods must be developed to identify good overlap structures for OSI when applied to a given problem. This problem could be addressed by learning a graphical model from the data associated with a given problem whereby we could determine each variable’s Markov blanket. This would then allow OSI to be applied to a larger spectrum of optimization problems.

Also, more research must be done to extend the theory behind DOSI. This would include evaluating the effect of consensus on the performance of DOSI. It is possible that full consensus is not necessary to achieve good solution quality. If this is true, it would increase the chance of distributing these algorithms efficiently. Another avenue for future research is the exploration of additional techniques for achieving consensus. For instance, instead of certain nodes acting as an arbiter, propagating correct scores throughout the network, nodes could propagate personal best scores that would then be included in the personal solutions of other nodes through a fitness-based weighted average.

The effectiveness of OSI on the problems presented in this work, indicates that similar distributed search techniques may be combined effectively with population-based algorithms such as evolution strategies, genetic algorithms, or differential evolution. It could be that the techniques used by OSI are even applicable to local and stochastic search techniques such as hill-climbing and simulated annealing. Further research must be done to verify this intuition and establish a general framework for distributed search.

Finally, OSI must be compared against more recent state-of-the-art techniques for Bayesian network structure learning, both with complete data and with latent
variables. While the results presented here are encouraging, more experiments must be performed to demonstrate the competitiveness of OSI in this space.

8.3 Publications

Several papers have been published, which directly relate to the research presented here:
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